
THARKOLD COSMBOOK
Sourcebok of the Techno-Horror Reality

Chapter One
Axioms and World Laws

Magic Axiom: 12
When the War began the Magicaxiom for Tharkold was 9, and over the next 1500 years it climbed to a peak of 15. Following the hideous Spasm of 1490, it seems to 
have begun its decline, though it was not until 2310 that Tharkoldu mages were able to verify rigorously that magic was in decline.
   During the long "apprenticeship" that Kranod, Thratchen, and other powerful demons spent as minions of the Gaunt Man, their sinister master provided the minimum 
possibility energy necessary to hold the Magic axiom of Tharkold oscillating between 7 and 8. 
   When Kranod became High Lord of Tharkold, it began expending the possibility energy looted from conquered cosms at a prodigious rate, forcing the axiom to 
climb.
   The Magic axiom stabilized at 12 only recently, about 80 years ago. Attempts to force it higher have so far failed. The reason for this failure is not known, but are 
generally blamed on imbalances created during the Spasm.  Many areas on 1harkold have local Magic axioms higher, or lower, than 12. Many areas nestled among the 
peaks of the Alps have Magic levels as low as 5, which is one reason that Helfei has long been a stronghold of the Race. The hideous enchantments of 
PrinceViruxhmugla the Necromancer flourish at his stronghold in the Jungle of Souls, the counterpart of Earth's Yucatan, where the Magic axiom cycles on an irregular 
schedule from a low of 12 up to a high of 16.  Similar odd locations exist all over Tharkold.
   Before the Spasm, Tharkold achieved great expertise in the magical arts. In martial applications of magic, they equaled and surpassed most Ayslish mages. Much 
knowledge was lost in the Spasm, or was forgotten as the spells stopped working. 
   Since the resurgence of magic, the Tharkoldu have worked diligently to recover their former skill.
Availability of magic: The demons are the principle masters of magic on Tharkold. The Race is highly suspicious of the supernatural, since the rise of magic has been 
accompanied by demonic victories.
 Magical knowledge is not as widely available on Tharkold as it is in Aysle, even among the demons. When a solitary magician, or a pride that specializes in magic, 
creates a new or more effective spell, the knowledge is kept as a secret weapon. The same applies to technomagical advances.
Gaining magical skill is a matter of self-training, or finding a teacher willing to accept the student. Almost invariably, teachers, whether demon or Race, only accept 
students who are willing and able to "submit" to them (see "World Laws," below). Humans have been known to submit to demons in return for magical knowledge, 
becoming their agents among the Race. These incidents fuel the Race's distrust of magic and magicians.
Spells: Any Tharkoldu magician will have access to common grimoire spells, whether she wants to learn one, which costs a possibility as always, or program one onto 
a SpellChip, using occultech skill.  Common grimoire spells are listed in Chapter 10 of the Torg Rulebook, and described on page 4 of Pixaud's Practical Grimoire. 
They exist in written and computer-stored grimoires all over Tharkold.
   More advanced grimoire spells, on the order of those in the Aysle sourcebook and Pixaud's Practical Grimoire,are available only from highly advanced magicians or 
personal grimoires found in the course of an adventure. A character with an Ayslish spell of this quality would be able to sell it to a Tharkoldu for a high price.
   As a rule, Tharkold has no recent spells with an axiom level higher than 13. Records from the time of the Spasm and before, include spells with a higher axiom, up to 
16 or more. 
   One interesting twist made possible by Tharkold's technological advances is that many magicians, especially those using technomagic, keep their grimoires in 
computers, so that an enterprising decker can go after spell files for a magician. Of course, a magician will guard the vaults containing his grimoire database with 
security programs of the most lethal intensity.
Technomagic: Tharkold's greatest magical advance is the development of technomagic. Technomagic is a product of the Law of Domination, bending technology to 
support and augment magic. Technomagical research requires a Tech value of at least 24. Magical cyberware is a product of Tech value 26, and is the level of 
technomagic required to mimic magical skills rather than enhance natural skills.
   Technomagic's dependence on the Law of Domination makes technomagic at least a one-case contradiction for all other realms. Tharkoldu technomagic requires Tech
26 and Magic 12.

Social Axiom: 20
The Social axiom has climbed steadily throughout Tharkoldu history, with the Race generally making advances in social organization and the demons adapting to the 
cooperative monkey-tricks of the human scum as best they could. 
   In a sense, the Race have provided the means by which the demons can continue to oppose them. The Race have forced the Social axiom, and often the Tech axiom as
well, higher and higher.  Tharkoldu are equally empowered by the heightened axioms and adopt or adapt the human advances to their own purposes.
   Neither species has developed culturally to match the full potential of the axiom. The constant demands of the War have seen to that.  
   Demonic art and literature remains on an almost tribal level, with a few central epics shared by the species as a whole, but almost no other works of art or expressions
of culture outside of personal genealogies and pride histories.  Many demons practice terrible arts of terror and pain in creative, even ingenious ways. Of course these 
arts are not exactly consonant with a high Social axiom.
   The Race must, of necessity, be warriors almost from childhood and military organization is the blueprint of the Free Nations. Even Aurioch, the most liberal of the 
Racial strongholds, is ruled by an oligarchy largely composed of military leaders. The other Free Nations are military dictatorships in fact, if not in name. While the 
fine arts are more highly developed among theRace, they are almost always turned towards purposes of morale. Art for art's sake is virtually unknown.
   Both the demons and the Race maintain extensive communications networks.  The media are subject to tight censorship and all forms of communication are loaded 
with heavy security countermeasures. This is especially true for computer systems, since cyberdeck technology makes any publicly accessible computer network 
terribly vulnerable to invasion and subversion.
   The Social axiom is limited by the Law of Ferocity, limited to a value of 11 or 12 in non-violent social interaction.  See the "Law of Ferocity" below.

Spiritual Axiom: 17
The War has shaped the spirits of the natives into forms some might find terrible. The religions of the demon and the Race, not surprisingly, are opposed. Belief 
systems. The demands of survival have led mystics on both sides to attain potent miracles. Yet, at the same time, the unbending opposition of two equally powerful 
spiritual currents prevents either side from acquiring miracles that would unconditionally overcome the other.
   As technology has been a mainstay in the survival of the Tharkoldu, certain miracles have evolved which recognize the divine components of mechanism, and have 
been adopted by both of the War-torn cosm's principle religions.
   Tharkold and other religions: Perhaps because the power of the Spirit is so strong in Tharkold, the demons have learned, rather to their dismay, that they are 
vulnerable to miracles which are defined in a mythos as opposing demons.
   Ward enemy, as described on page 131 of the Torg Rulebook or elsewhere in other sourcebooks, is effective against the demons. Fortunately, as far as the demons of 
Tharkold are concerned, they are not vulnerable to magical exorcisms, bindings, or constraints such as those practiced in Aysle, unless they were drawn to the cosm by 
means of a magical summoning.  If they got there by some other means (dimthread, maelstrom bridge, 747, etc.) these spells do not affect them.
   Tharkold is torn between two strong religions. The power of the Spiritual axiom is influenced by the world laws to prevent miracles from other religions.  Miracles 
from other religions suffer at least a one-case contradiction in Tharkold. The one exception to this role is Ward enemy, which seems to work just fine no matter what 
cosm the miracles is from.



Technological Axiom: 26
   Tharkold's tech value defines the overall tone of the realm, as it does for the Cyberpapacy.  Even magic and religion are powerfully influenced by a Tech axiom that, 
after the Spasm, rocketed upward faster than Core Earth's.  It is hard to imagine the heights to which Tharkoldu science would have reached had the natives not 
handicapped themselves with the Spasm.  But then, it is possible that without the bloody spur of the War, Tharkold would not have advanced at this rate in the first 
place.
   Tharkold is not as limited by cultural taboos as the Cyberpapacy. Pere Jean would never authorize research into technomagic, since such work violates his faith. To 
Tharkoldu, no such barriers exist. Since the cultural foundation of both species is to survive and conquer, there are few constraints on research.
   The Technological axiom's climb upwards only slowed in the last few centuries as the demons achieved near victory in the War. The combined efforts of the High 
Lord. and subtle, or sometimes brutal, sabotage of dangerous Racial research projects has retarded technological development.
   Demonic tech is designed with extravagant use of resources and energy, since their relatively small population can exploit most of Tharkold freely, and there are 
always slave cosms to take up any slack. Possibility energy isn't the only thing you can get out of a cosm,after all. Oil, fissionables, and other raw materials can cross a 
Maelstrom Bridge as well.
   Racial tech is much more efficient.  It has to be, since the Race don't have access to the resources the demons do.  
   Since Tharkold was running pretty low on some resources before Kranod became a possibility raider, the Tharkoldu became experts at recycling, and that skill 
remains. Scavenger devices can reclaim and recycle various materials from urban and polluted environments.
Computers: Tharkold has massively parallel processing technology capable of installing multi-gigabyte processors on a single chip. This technology, coupled with 
VX, Virtual experience, allows the Tharkoldu Grid to come close to the power of the GodNet. Close, but not quite equal.
The Grid and the GodNet have similar technological architectures, but the Grid doesn't have a Darkness Device as its master processor. Tharkoldu cyberdecks function 
in the GodNet every bit as well as Cyberpapal decks do, and conversely, deckers from CyberFrance will find the Grid a familiar environment in many ways, though 
completely free of the overt religious symbolism of the GodNet.
   A decker can still die in either system, a case of program transportability that hackers would probably prefer to do without; but it is a tough, virtual, world out there.
Medicine: If a world has been dealing with combat trauma and bioweapons for a few millennia, and doesn't kill itself off, its medical arts tend to advance. Tharkold is 
evidence for this assertion. One obvious form of this is cyberware. In other areas, nanotechnological "firstaid" is capable of healing that a top Core Earth trauma unit 
would be hard put to match. The new "'Vat" technology has virtually automated even the most delicate  surgical procedures.
   Most infectious and degenerative diseases are conquered. The present generations of Tharkoldu are the descendants of folk who survived massive plagues. High 
resistance to disease has been selected for in the brutal evolution of Tharkold.  Nanotech makes short work of most infectious diseases. Cyberware makes the effects of 
age on tissues almost a minor concern.  Of course, old age was rarely a common cause of death on Tharkold even before these advances.
   Genetic engineering is known but results are uneven. The high mutagen level in Tharkold's environment has made genomes almost impossible to map. Tharkoldu, 
with greater research resources than the Free Nations, lack patience for research that fails far more often than it succeeds. Some demons use gengineering to produce 
monsters that prey upon the Race, but precise results remain an elusive goal.
Military: Virtually every technological advance for three millennia has been made as part of the War effort. The results: powered armor, cyberweapons, energy 
weapons and high-powered firearms, explosives large and small, conventional and nuclear.
Power Sources: Clean fusion processes provide nearly unlimited power. Minifusors drive larger vehicles, automated factories, and such, allowing them to operate 
independently of exterior fuel or power. Rechargeable power cells energize smaller devices.
Transport: Less advanced. Commerce, one of the great spurs to transportation development, is diminished or absent in most of Tharkold. Once designs reached a 
desired performance, there was little incentive to improve them. Hover technology is the norm for ground, sea, and close support vehicles. Jet aircraft are efficient and 
fast, but little used since available anti-aircraft weapons are even more efficient.
UltraCAD: UltraCAD is more accurately called UltraCAD/M, for Ultra Computer Aided Design and Manufacture, but the label UltraCAD has stuck with the common 
Race and techno-demon. The inaccuracy of the phrase irritates research scientists, but as most of them are slaves, no one has to care.
   Industry is decentralized to a large extent, with cybernetic autofactories producing devices as needed. Send a scavenger unit, called a SyntheCycler, into a ruined 
urban area. If it wasn't ruined before, it is now.  The scavenger modules recover iron, tungsten, silicon, aluminum, hydrocarbons, whatever they need, from the area.  
SyntheCyders can also search for trace elements, rare earths, radioactives, but are slower in such searches. The reclaimed materials cycle through MakerMod units 
programmed to produce a given artifact and out comes a gun, a car, a plane, a power suit, cyberware, decks, etc. Even more UltraCAD units, if desired.

World Laws
Law of Ferocity
   Ferocity is a key to success in any destructive competition or challenge.  This can be a furious berserker charge, or perhaps worse, a methodical and ruthless 
destruction of an opponent or hindrance.
   An attacker who makes an all out attack ignores K, O, or K/O results scored against her. These results have no effect on her.  KO results still put her down. This 
immunity only lasts until her time to act during the next round.  Wounds and shock damage are still suffered normally.
   A character receives a +3 to her intimidation and taunt bonus numbers.  Willpower or Spirit values are increased by +3 against charm and persuasion when these 
skills are used on a Tharkoldu by any character who is not from their pride (if demon), from their nation (if a citizen of the Free Nations), or immediate socia1 group (if
other humans). Note that these modifiers do not apply to interactions between a dominant and a submissive (see the Law of Domination, below).
   Tharkold characters react so quickly and violently in combat that normal surprise is impossible against them, and complete surprise only has the effects of normal 
surprise.
Limit on Social Interaction
   The law of Ferocity aids violent action, and penalizes non·violent social cooperation.  Only war is supported to the full Social axiom value of 20. The Social axiom 
value is 11 for economic interactions. This has hampered commerce and the building of a developed economy. Combined with the Law of Domination, the result is a 
quasi-feudal command economy, where goods are produced because someone in authority orders their production and distribution. Production of weaponry and war 
materiel is exempt from this limit.  War production may be organized along the limits of Social axiom value 20, but these are supported by a value 11 economy.  There 
are inefficiencies that would drive a Nippon Tech CEO insane.
   Other interactions are limited to a Social axiom value 12. News services and computer nets are possible. Cultural ideas may be traded, but the laws of Ferocity and 
Domination combine to create suspicion and chauvinism to any idea not developed by the character's culture.
   Apart from rules effects, the law manifests as a tendency by all Tharkold characters to react violently to any opposition, emotionally if not physically.  A character 
who quietly accepts defeat is usually planning a bloodcurdling revenge.

The Law Of Pain
   Eight hundred years ago, the Racial philosopher Dantohs wrote, "Pain is the great teacher." He was among the survivors of a demon massacre in Etruskum. The 
descendants of those survivors built up a highly capable force during the next three generations, before returning to their home, destroying Tharkoldu who infested the 
land, and teaching them the same lesson their ancestors had profited from.
   A character earns a roll again when he inflicts pain on an enemy (K,wound or better result.), or when pain is inflicted on him by an enemy. The roll again works just 
as if the player had spent a possibility, including a minimum of 10 on the roll again. Both ords and possibility·rated characters may earn the roll again through the Law 
of Pain.  This roll again cannot be transferred to another character, even by magical means. Pain for this purpose is defined as deliberate injury, either for the express 
purpose of causing pain, or inflicting at least one Wound in combat.
   The character who inflicted the pain may use the roll again on any character except the one upon whom he inflicted the pain. If the roll again is not used within 30 
minutes of inflicting the pain, it is lost.  If the character kills his victim, the roll again is lost. 
   The character who suffered the pain receives a roll again 24 hours after he suffered the pain.  He may use the roll again only against the character who inflicted the 
pain. This roll again may be saved for days, weeks or years until used.  Until the roll again is used, the Law of Pain has no effect on interactions between the tormentor 



and the victim; no more roll agains may be gained by the original tormentor.  As soon as the original victim uses the roll again on the original tormentor, the Law of 
Pain goes into effect. If the victim uses his roll again to inflict pain his tormentor, the Law of Pain goes into action, but now the roles are reversed.
   Psychological pain (for example, a spectacular use of intimidate or even taunt) may count under the Law of Pain, at the gamemaster's discretion.
Generally this mustcause psychological anguish (six result points on the Interaction table.). Telling a foe, using taunt, that his family has been killed or kidnapped, 
counts for the purposes of the Law of Pain.
   The use of a pain weapon also fulfills this Law, as long as it does at least a K result.
   There is an important exception to this Law, caused by its interaction with the Law of Domination (see below): If a dominant inflicts pain upon one of his 
submissives, neither gains a roll again, for this is part of the natural order of the cosm imposed by the Law of Domination.

Law of Domination
   "You may only serve one master.  Its master is not yours, until it proves its worth as a dominant.  Never bow before two.
   "You may dominate as many as your talons can take.  Many may bow before you. Make them bow.  Such is the wisdom of Omoo-Zhan" 
   - Krom-Ashur the Undying
   When a character formally submits or surrenders to anyone, the Law of Domination takes effect. The submitting character becomes a submissive to the other 
character, who becomes the dominant.  The submissive suffers a -3 bonus modifier for actions that oppose or harm the dominant, either directly or indirectly.  Similarly,
the submissive will receive a +1 bonus modifier for skills used to protect or benefit the dominant. 
   The dominant receives a +3 bonus modifier on all interactions with the submissive: persasion, intimidate, taunt,charm.
Submission: What constitutes submission?  Kranod and Malgest have spent decades modifying this world law to favor the demons.
   Tharkoldu submit one of two ways.  The first is a formal and deliberate action: a verbal statement of submission, accompanied by a dance-like series of bows and 
prostrations before the dominant.  The second is to accept a role in the breeding cycle initiated by another character.  The role may be refused, but death is the usual 
alternative.  Some demons prefer death, others do not.
   If one Race submits to another, it requires a formal vow of submission.  This is common in Mizatyan and Kham, rare in the other Free Nations, and almost unheard of
among enslaved Race.
   Where the law really favors Tharkoldu is in domination between the species.  If a demon overcomes a Race in combat and captures the human alive, that event 
constitutes submission by the loser and breaks any existing relationships the human might have.  The human is now a slave to the dominant demon and submissive to 
him.
   It doesn't work that way if a human overcomes Tharkoldu.  A demon can only submit to a member of another species through a deliberate act, including the dance-
like acts of submission.  Most demons would prefer death, which suits the Race just fine.
   Humans can submit to demons voluntarily and throughout the history of the War, many have. Submission under duress is valid submission.  Human populations 
submitting before a demon overlord under threat of death are subject to all the constraints of the Law of Domination.
Escaping submission: A submissive can reverse the relationship by forcing the dominant to submit in turn.  Submission ends if the dominant dies.
The miracle Liberation available to humans who follow the Way of the Race, can release human slaves from their involuntary submission. A dominant can release a 
submissive from the relationship at any time.
Changing submission: Humans cannot voluntarily change their submission.  Moreover, if a demon dominates a human, the demon may "give" the submissive to 
another dominant, of either species, changing the human's relationship whether the human wants to or not.
   Tharkoldu can try to change relationships by offering its submission to a more powerful dominant. The new dominant has to accept the submission, and must 
generate a Spirit total against a difficulty equal to the current dominant's Spirit.  If this fails, the submissive cannot ever voluntarily terminate its relationship with the 
current dominant.  The relationship ends when the dominant releases the submissive, when the dominant dies, or if the dominant is forced to release the submissive due
to circular chain of dominance (see "Chain of Dominance'" below).
   Tharkoldu can also change allegiance when its dominant submits to another, offering submission directly to the new dominant. No Spirit check is required in this 
case, but the new dominant must accept the submission.  If the submission is rejected, then the demon is released from its submissive relationship completely.
The chain of dominance: A character can dominate any number of submissives, but can only submit to one dominant at a time.  Domination does not extend past the 
immediate relationship.  It is not transitive. That is, if Ubbo-sagla dominates Nuctebis, and Nuctebis dominates Ishtoth, Ishtoth can act against Ubbo-sagla without 
penalties and act on behalf of Ubbo-sagla without bonuses.  There is no dominant/submissive relationship between them.
   Ubbo-sagla can order Nuctebis to order Ishtoth to do something.  Nuctebis cannot order Ishtoth to "always obey Ubbo-sagla as you would me," as that would make 
Ishtosh submissive to two demons.  Nuctebis could grant Ubbo-sagla the use of Ishtosh for a period of time, but then Ishtosh would not have to take orders from 
Nuctebis.
   Circular chains of dominance are prohibited under the Law of Domination.  If Ubbo-sagla submits to Ishtoth, it creates a circular chain: Ubbo-sagla dominates 
Nectubis who dominates Ishtoth who dominates Ubbo-sagla.  The Law of Domination favors the most recent victor and punishes the most recent loser.  If Ubbo-sagla 
submits to Ishtoth, it loses dominance over Nectubis.
Tracking Chains of Dominance: The immediate relationship, if any, between the characters in a given scene is all you really need to worry about.  For example, if a 
group of Storm Knights is trying to fight its way past a group of slave troops defending their Tharkoldu master, the troops would receive a +1 bonus modifier in the 
fight, since they are acting on behalf of their dominant.  If one of the slaves threw in her lot with the Storm Knights, she would suffer a -3 bonus modifer fighting her 
former colleagues, or in anything else she does to help the Storm Knights, since she is acting against the welfare of her dominant.  The same slave could help the 
Knights against another Tharkoldu at no penalty, since that Tharkoldu is not her dominant.
Dominance in daily life: The Law of Dominance does not make a submissive mindlessly obedient to the dominant. Apart from the modifiers to various acts, it leaves 
their interactions as free as any other being's.  Human slaves of Tharkoldu are controlled by force and fear, and such methods as SlaveChips and the demonic miracle of
enslavement.
   When one being in Tharkold reality acknowledges the superiority of another, that acknowledgment colors their relationship indefinitely.  The law expresses the 
normal dynamics of Tharkoldu biology and instinct, but demons are sentient.  They can transcend the dictates of their instincts, just like any intelligent species.  The 
Race operate more efficiently through cooperation than through coercion, which is the fruit of their instincts.  They have turned the Law to their advantage to an extent,
by incorporating it into the structure of military and other pursuits.  Humans sometimes form short chains of dominance, with soldiers vowing submission to their 
officer, or techs to their chief researcher, in order to enhance their activities on the dominant's behalf.  This has proven counterproductive if the dominant is not more 
than normally competent, since it makes the usual interaction of cooperation harder. An incompetent dominant's interaction bonuses can often override the superior 
common sense of one of its submissives.



Chapter Two
New Rules

Character Creation
   Tharkold characters have the standard attribute and skill points.  They may take the Magic, Miracles, and Cybernetics Advantages.  Pain Weapons 
skill does not require and advantage.  Characters playing exclusively in the Cosm do not gain a secondary language or realm lore.
Magic (1 or 3 point advantage) Tharkold magic includes the four standard skills, and Occultech.  For one point, the character is implanted with one 
or more Technomagic Enablers.  Characters still receive 12 adds of Arcane Knowledges for free, but spells are less plentiful.  For each three magic 
skill adds (natural or via implant) the character possesses one spell chip, but may memorize the spell as well if he has the 3 point advantage. 
Additional Spell Chips cost one advantage point each. 
   Among the Race, Magic is viewed with suspicion, and the character must take Prejudice or Secret (technomancer)(2).
Miracles (2 point advantage) as per the standard rules.  Devotion (Faith) and Employed (Cleric) are required disadvantages.  Characters choose one 
Miracles per add in Faith and Focus.
Cybernetics (and Equipment) unlike the Cyberpapacy and Kadandra, characters get limited cybernetics.  Characters must actually pay advantage 
points for their gear.  Race characters working for their Nation may pay for this gear with Devotion (Nation) and Employed (3).
   Note: Vehicular weapons are cheaper than handheld, but lack manual grips or triggers.

Armor 
None -2
Kap/3 -1
Kap/5 or Chod/5 (Jhou Chod/6) 0
Chod/8 (Jhou Chod/9 weapon separate) 1
Chod/7 (Mizatyan) or Chod/10 3
Diffrax, Screens, or Jets +1 each

Weapons
None -2
Ballistic Pistol or Melee Weapon only -1
Most Firearms and Energy Weapons 0
Rifle with Underslung Thav-5/Mim 1
Pe-Ain or Thav-6/Nu 2
Gauss Rifle or Thav-7/Nu 3
   Ammo
   None -2
   Half Load -1
   Full Load 0
   Each additional Full Load +1 each

Cybernetics
All characters start with a Nervejack (unless noted)
Three Points of Cybervalue 1
Technomagic Enablers (with Magic Advantage)  Cybervalue-2

Vehicle
Chod-Lam/1 or Xedi-1(a) 1
Nu-4/Tet or Xedi-Qo/4 2
Mim-16, Lam-Res, Xedi-10/Res, Alph 120 
   or Tet-Sim 3
Xedi-Pe or Any Other Aircraft 4
   Weapons +1 per mount
   Batteries and Ammo as per Weapon Ammo

Cyberdeck 
Rating Value
Kalka and Kham -2
Processor Value in Program Values 0
Additional Three Points of  Programs +1

Pain Weapon
Agonizer 1
Wand 2
Baton 3
Whip 4

Equipment Packages
   Escaped Slaves will be equipped according to their function.  Ex-Slaves start with a free Chipholder 1 with Slave Chip, this does not function, but 
the Cybervalue still applies.  Below are basic equipment packages, the character may use advantage points for further equipment.  They must take 
the flaw Escaped Slave (3).

Soldier (Infantry)
Kap/5, Mim-8/Alph (Full Load), Nanocord, danger scan, darksight.  Choose one: cybercestus or talons.  No Nervejack. 

Soldier (Heavy Weapons)
Kap/5, Pe-Ain chaingun or Thav-6/Nu; half load.  Bodymax+3, darksight.

Soldier (Pilot)
Chod/5 w. Diffrax,  Thav-9, Xedi-1 hoverbike w. Mim-8/Bith

Decker
Kap/3, 9/Gam Pistol, Cyberdeck (Response 2 Stealth 1 Processor 3 Storage 10) Programs: Attack 2, Defense 1, Shroud 2

Technomage
Kap/3, 9/Gam Pistol (Half Load),  Chipholder-3, Technomagic Enablers: Apportation +3, Divination+1, Alteration+5, Conjuartion+3; 4 Spell Chips.

Pain Technician
Kap/5, Pain Wand, Shock Buffer, Shock Suppression System, Alteration Enabler+5, Chipholder-3, ExChips (Folk 3, Living Forces 5), 2 Spell Chips.

CyFlyer
Nanocord; Cybereye: Darksight, Killseeker; nanodoc; Interdermal plate (+6) and exodermal armor (+3); slashers; hand weapon mount Res-14;



Racial Packages
Cyborg (6 points)
- Cyberpsyche Skill, Cyberware minimum Cybervalue 18.
- Charisma Skills limited to 3 adds, Employed:Slave or Escaped Slave (3)

Mutant (3 or 6 points)
- [ATT]+3/16 (pick 2 for 6 points)
- Prejudice:Mutant (3) ([ATT]-3/10 for 6 points)

Progeny (10 points)
- AGI, STR, END +3/14, Choose One (1pt each): Hide (TOU+4), Teeth (STR+2), Talons (STR+3)
- Underdeveloped Wings (1), Prejudice (3 - hated by Demons and Humans), Affected by Entity and Folk magic, 
May take 1-2 more points for additional Demonic Features.

Techno-Demon (15 points, NPC Only)
- 6 [ATT] +3, Teeth (STR+2), Talons (STR+3), Wings (MRF 10, Wing Strike (STR+7)), Magic
- Magic Dependence, Enemy of the Faith, Prejudice:Demon(3), Bigotry:Lesser Races(4), Enemy:The Race(4)

New Skills
   Underlined Skills are Difficult.
Perception
CyberDeck Operations
Language – Race, Tharkoldu
Scholar:Realm Lore – specific Free Nation, Demon Nation, or Realm.
Mind 
Cybertech – Cyberware or Cyberdecks
Psychology – Treating Cyberpsychosis, Treating Mental Damage, Brainwashing, Environmental Psychology
UltraCAD Operation
Spirit
Faith – Cult of the Dominant, Way of the Race, Slaves of the Higher Power
Occultech
Pain Weapon

New Equipment
Armor
Chod/6 Striker and Chod/9 Power Armor are the Jhou versions of the chod/5 and Chod/8 armors, but use improved ferroceramics.  Chod/9 may 
mount one Very Light weapon on one arm.
Chod/7 Infiltrator is a Mizatyan armor suit equipped with Advanced Stealth systems.

Weapons
Res-16 Alph Pulse Laser found mainly in Dzis and Mizatyan (where improved power cell technology provides improved ammo capacity), this 
weapon is a 'full-auto' laser rifle, it fires in burst and full-auto modes.
Nu-Iot/20 Plasma Missile is the plasma equivalent to the Iot/10 Missile.  It can be fired by the same launchers.

Vehicles
Xedi-10/Res Transport common in Mizatyan and Ecowas, but can be found anywhere.  This is the hover equivalent of the Lam-Res Combat Car

Armor Tech Value/Max. Fatigue? Price(Value)
Chod/6 Striker 26 +6/30 no 15k(21)
Chod/7 Infiltrator 26 +7/30 yes* 200k(27) HALO, ECM Screen, IR Suppression, Holo-Camo (Stealth+5)
Chod/9 Power Armor 26 +9/30 yes* 175k(27) 1 VL Mount 
* requires neural jack

Weapon Tech Damage Ammo Range Price(Value)
Res-16 Alph 26 29* 20+ 3-250/500/2k 10k(20)  * includes burst rating, Burst or Full Auto,+ requires 2 power cells 

   (Mizatyan Ammo 30)
Nu-Iot/20 
   Plasma Missile 26 40 1 250-2.5k/40k/100k 500k(29) B6/15/25

Vehicle Tech kph/mph/value Man. Wt. Pass TOU Cost (Value) Jump DN Armament
Xedi-10/Res Trans. 26 300/180/15 +1 17 10 25 250K(27) 6 H Turret, 4 L 120o arcs, Gun Ports

Sidebar: Combat Dominance
   Combat Dominance – an ability found in Demon Lords and Princes originally caused Possibility-rated opponents to take damage on the Ords 
Table.  Since the new edition uses a single damage table for Ords and Stormers, this ability now causes one additional wound.



Chapter Three
The Free Nations

Due to the nature of the war, particularly the devastation of the Spasm, much of the history of Tharkold has been lost.  In other cases, propaganda has
rendered events unrecognizable.  What follows are confirmed facts only.

Aurioch
Capital: Erushal
Leadership: Shanodrim (11 Senior military and political leaders)
Population: 45M

   Tharkold Babylon, the earliest predecessor to Aurioch, was founded a little more than six centuries before the war began.  At the time the Israelites 
were living in Kham.  The kingdom was still young and expanding when they returned to claim Canaan, their homeland, thirty-two years before the 
war.
   The Demons having crushed the Greeks, were expanding.  Mountains and seas slowed their efforts to the north, south, and west.  But the east, was 
open.  They spread across Turkey, and into the region over the first few centuries.  Halting only when King Shelomo turned their own advantage 
against them.  He studied magic, and developed a ward, which covered most of modern Aurioch.  This ward proved painful, even deadly, to any 
demon who violated it for several centuries.  As a result, the Demons were forced to look elsewhere for conquest.
   In the time Shelomo's ward bought, Babylon, Assyrya, and Israel battled over the remains of the Hittite Empire (which was crushed by the 
demons).  
Israel formed an alliance with Damascus and Hamath as well as Kham, to curb Assyrya.  This lasts for nearly two centuries, until WY518, when 
Israel was forced to surrender.
   Nineteen years later, Assyrya sacked Kham.  Over the next several years, displaced peoples from the north raid and attempt to seize territory, with 
only minor success.  However, they weaken Assyria for Babylon, which assumes dominance of the region in 591.  
   By 614, Nebuchadrezzar II had unified most of modern Aurioch.  Shortly thereafter, the Israelites prayers brought about a Divine Intervention, 
warning the king of what would happen to his realm if he did not show reverence to the god of his subjects.  He converted, and made the fierce god 
the state religion, and the Nation was rechristened as Aurioch.  Just in time for the demons to overcome the wards in 641.
   Demonic assaults on the three borders, utilizing flintlock weapons, lead to a successful push south into the Arabian peninsula, and into Kham.  
Aurioch's scientists and priests struggled to counter, with their efforts culminating in the completion of the Temple of Shelomo in Erushal in 685.  
Though not as lethal as the magical wards of the old king, the Temple proved a potent tool in the nation's defense, growing stronger with each 
generation of fanatical worship.
   By 755, Erushal was the official capital of Aurioch, a heavily fortified city.  However Aurioch faced regular conflict with the Demesnes of what 
would become the Scarlet Waste, and only the Divine protection of the Temple, coupled with internal squabbles among the enemy Lords, held the 
demons and their summoned monsters at bay.
   In 796, Aurioch aided Kham in liberating the Nile valley from the demons with their new field cannons capable of reasonably accurate fire up to 
two kilometers.  Both countries would face heavy assaults from the demons in 850, 857, and 869.  In the last conflict, Aurioch scouts assassinated the
Demon Prince of [Persia], shattering an alliance of six princes.  In the resulting chaos, Aurioch reclaimed lost territory in the east.  In 1060, Simon 
the Hammer ordered an offensive using prototype aircraft and tanks to take [Turkey].  This was planned to coincide with the Roman offensive into 
the demon homeland of Greece, however, the western front was less successful.
   In 1110, the King Hyrcanus's senior advisers, unhappy with the cost – both monetary and in men – needed to hold the land conquered by his 
predecessors, revolted.  They took power, with puppet kings for twenty-three years.  In 1133, Hyrcanus II denounced the council, and for four years 
the nation was embroiled in a civil war.
   In the thirteenth century, the use of nuclear weapons and weaponized plagues were introduced to the battlefield.  Aurioch was forced to quarantine 
several major cities, until priests discovered rituals such as Eradicate Radiation.   The period 1266-73, saw a demonic advance from the south, with 
draconic shocktroops.  Luke, High Priest of the Way, personally lead a bombing mission into the Scarlet Waste, targeting the enemies' vast oil 
reserves, and igniting them.  The fires would burn for nearly a century, and crippled the demons' war machine.
   The fighting continued to escalate with both sides building extensive anti-aircraft, and anti-missile batteries for survival.  The prospect of mutual 
destruction became very real.  And then the Spasm occurred.  In the aftermath, the Arabian peninsula was renamed the Scarlet Waste, and the lands 
to the east were rendered uninhabitable to both races, ending centuries of oppression by several princes.  In Aurioch, quakes and electromagnetic 
pulses wiped out five centuries of technological advancement.  Hospitals, Universities, and both physical and online records were lost.  Irrigation 
systems failed, and famines lead to further loss of life.  
   Aurioch, as a nation, was gone.  Eventually warlords established four lesser realms, which fought among themselves for half a millenia, while the 
demons became almost a legend (due to the failing magic axiom, and the many dimensional fractures that plagued the Scarlet Waste).
   In 2314, the Demons returned in force once again.  The warlords faced with defeat, negotiated the restoration of Aurioch, under a new council, 
known as the Shanodrim.  But while Aurioch was able to hold its borders, the demons new ruler, Kranod, organized its people to a degree unheard of
in two and a half millenia.  The Shanodrim, and their counterparts in the other surviving Free Nations, recognized the fact that the Race no longer 
possessed the strength to challenge the demons.  For the next nine hundred years, mere survival became the only goal.
   Things began to change in the last century, as Kham was able to establish a secure connection between the National Grids of the two nations.  This 
has permitted priests, scientists, and military heads to communicate more effectively, and has lead to new ideas, strategies, and even some modest 
advances in technology.
   In the wake of the demonic defeats in Kadandra and Earth, and the death of the Race-Traitor, Aurioch staged an assault on the Scarlet Waste, nearly
succeeding in the death of Trog Ammoz, but successfully liberating thousands of slaves, and unleashing numerous summoned creatures the demons 
had thought under their dominance.
   Aurioch aircraft also provided support for the Kham offensive against Dzis' northernmost strongholds.  If not for Thratchen's dominance of the 
Ebon Staff, and his crushing the ground forces at [Somalia] with Cleansing Storms, the campaign might have continued.  But now Aurioch must 
once again consolidate, and return to a conservative strategy.  The Shanodrim only have to divide their forces between two borders now however.  
The Scarlet Waste to the south, and [eastern europe] to the west.  The latter principality is caught between Aurioch and Helfei, and the Shanodrim is 
devoting scouts, spies, and deckers to investigating its weaknesses.



Aurioch Today   
   Aurioch faces attacks on more or less a daily basis.  Not only raids, or air strikes, but a constant terror campaign.  The demons use slave operatives,
summoned creatures, and Grid attacks to target the general population.  Every citizen must carry weapons and protective gear at all times in the event
of such a terror attack.
   But Aurioch's principal defense, as it has been for three millenia, is the faith of its people.  Strongest Spiritually of all the Free Nations, with the 
education of the young being performed by the clergy.  Aurioch has a greater number of practicing clerics than other nations, and the spiritual energy 
of the Erushal district is painful to Demons.  
[Game System: All Demons are stymied while in the district.  Aurioch priests gain a +3 to the results of all miracles performed in the district, and +1 
throughout the rest of the Nation.]
   
Life
   Children can expect that one, or even both parents, will die while they are young.  The Church is responsible for their education, and raises all 
orphaned children.  At age five, children begin a general education, covering literacy, math, history (mainly focused on military campaigns), religion 
and physical education (teaching coordination and building stamina).
   At the age of ten, they are tested.  Those with the lowest aptitudes, enter apprenticeships for their eventual occupations.  The rest, receive an 
additional five years based on their aptitudes.  This is as much a secondary schooling as advanced military training.
   This period ends with a six month (to a year for those with exceptional talents) training camp.  While all children learn the basics of weapons use, 
and operation of protective gear, this is where they are inducted into active military service.  Based on their aptitudes, they will be assigned to the  
infantry, cavalry, air force, electronics warfare, clerical service, or support.  Exceptional individuals will be trained for specialties, such as recon, 
sniper, or field decker.  
   By age twenty, if they have not married, the church, or behalf of the state, arranges one.  Females, at this time, must go on reserve status, take a 
civilian job, and have children.  Once she has had at least two children, she may return to active duty.  Men remain on active duty for at least another 
five years, at which point, they also may go reserve.
   For those that choose to go career military, comes the option of field promotion to officer.  All Aurioch officers must rise up through the ranks, 
though natural leaders are identified early, and encouraged.  Veterans, and officers have the option for elective cybernetic enhancements.
   In civilian life, many take occupations based on their military aptitude (this is encouraged, but not mandatory).  Artists, and musicians are a boost 
to morale, but most must maintain a primary job both to live, and to ensure necessary services are filled.
   If a soldier survives to their mid-forties, their slowing reflexes, and mounting injuries, will see them assigned to support roles, such as training 
recruits, or 'desk jobs'.  Though leadership in the church or civil authority does not require high military rank, such positions are generally filled by 
officers.
   Few Race survive to see age sixty.

Sidebar: Labor Credits
   The Race and Tharkoldu both use a economic system based on the Labor Credit.  Basic labor for one hour is worth one credit, which is 
approximately equal to $10 Core Earth American.  Three meals and a bunk cost four credits a day, though this is basic fare, with no luxury.  Combat 
duty, or more skilled work, net greater earnings.  
   For Race Soldiers, they do not actually have direct day-to-day concern with this account.  However, when an injury requires cybernetic 
replacement, the extent is based on the soldier's earnings.  If a soldier's record does not merit the prosthetic, he must do without.
   Among the Free Nations, those in civilian life will make more active use of Labor Credits, to purchase better housing than a barracks bunk, better 
food than rations (when available), whatever comforts might be had.  Or even weapons, cybernetics, or other combat gear.
   Demons use the same system, with some alterations.  While slaves may earn sixteen credits a day, they will be given whatever their dominants 
wish.  The system is only there to determine value in Cull-or-Cure tests.  The Demons themselves, also are given access to resources based on their 
contributions, and rank.
   The Labor Credit, or Credit, is abbreviated cr.

The Way in Aurioch
   To the people of Aurioch, God is a fierce warrior, who demands his people show no mercy in the war against demonkind.  In ancient times, the 
Race would, according to legend, make sacrifices of golden cattle – though the experts disagree on whether these were actual creatures, or idols 
made of gold.  The Second Commandment's proscription against such actions makes most support the former.
   In Aurioch, the most inviolate of laws comes from the Book of Liberation.  These laws are the foundation of society.  These are the crimes dealt 
with the most harshly.  Children under the age of ten receive leniency, afterwards
   First: a covenant with God.  He is to have no other people but the Race, and the Race may worship none but Him.  Punishment: Death
   Second: a corollary prohibiting the creation of idols, or graven images, or in any other way commit blasphemy.  Punishment: Death for idolatry.  
Simple use of the Lord's name as Malediction in the field may be ignored, at the C.O.'s discretion, otherwise it is punishable by fines of 1000cr or 
more.
   Third: The Race must set aside a day for worship.  At one time, this was a single day for everyone.  But this was exploited by the demons.  Now, 
individuals are assigned a specific day, which must be observed, unless combat service precludes it.  Punishment: Corporal Punishment before the 
congregation.  Sometimes performed using a Pain Weapon.
   Fourth: You shall not shirk your duty to the Race.  This includes desertion, simple sloth, cowardice in battle, or any other failure to act for the good 
of the Race.  Punishment: Corporal Punishment, and loss of credits for the period in question, for minor sloth, that has no overt consequences.  Death
for any other infraction.
   Fifth: Honor your Elders.  This includes your parents (living or dead), your teachers, your priest(ess), your commanding officer.  Punishment: 
Corporal Punishment for minor infractions, up to death for outright disobedience.
   Sixth: Thou shall not murder other Free Race.  This does not apply to Race enslaved by demons, even comrades who are captured and subjugated.  
Indeed, if liberation is not viable, such an act is a mercy.  Killing the enemy is a virtue.  Punishment: Death.
   Seventh: You shall not commit adultery.  Any act committed outside marriage is a threat to the survival of the Race.  It threatens the propagation of 
the Race, or could lead to improper genetic matches.  Though modern science permits gene-mapping, and thus paternity, the prohibition stands.  
Punishment: While divorce, or remarriage is permitted, sex outside of wedlock, actual adultery, rape, incest, or sodomy, are all punishable by death.  
It is not unheard of for those under twenty, who have sex out of wedlock, to be entered into compulsory marriage, and subject to reduction in rank, 



and fines of 1000cr, as a reminder to observe proper protocol before engaging in sexual relations.
   Eighth: You shall not steal.  Capture of enemy resources is a virtue, but to take from another Race is a sin.  Since the necessities for survival will be
made available, to all who work, taking what you have not earned means taking it from someone else.  Possibly someone who needs it.  Punishment: 
Loss of a hand for a minor first offense, which may not be replaced.  Death for greater offenses, or second offenses.
   Ninth: a corollary, prohibiting the coveting of any possession of another.  This is difficult to prove, and may often be overlooked.  But in serious 
cases, it is punishable by a fine equal to the value of the item, or Corporal Punishment for desiring a person.
   Tenth: You shall not bear false witness.  Does not include keeping secrets for security, or lying to the enemy.  But deception of Aurioch's 
authorities, particularly one's superiors, leads to a disruption of society.  Punishment: ranges from 100cr to death.
   The Judges of Aurioch do not offer sentences of incarceration, as this would require resources to provide for an individual who is not contributing 
to the survival of the Race.  Some judges, upon witnessing a crime, dispense judgment on the spot.  Not surprisingly, crime is quite low in Aurioch.

Geography
   Aurioch is divided into three military districts, North, East, and West.
   The North Military District consists of a high central plateau, with a narrow coastal plain to the north and south.  The coastal regions are warm, but 
temperate, with mild, wet, winter seasons.  The central region is largely arid, and severe in both summer and winter seasons.
   The capital Gordiyon and the city of Sart stand at the west end of the district, and have heavy fortifications, and large air and cavalry forces.  
Gordiyon has had numerous recent assaults to access its Grid security, as entry into the network here would permit malicious activity against all of 
Aurioch and Kham.  Local temples are performing rituals to detect, and expose any enemy operatives in the city.  And General Tigon, commander of 
forces in the North Military District, is planning a retaliatory attack across the straits. 
   Mazaca, built along the lower slopes of an extinct volcano, Mt. Erisis.  Arable, despite its location in the center of the district, the surrounding area 
is a major source of agriculture for the entire country.  Many natives return after their military service to work in the fields.
   Kari, at the north east border, is also quite fertile.  And as such heavy cavalry patrols must act to keep nomadic raiders out.  Such raids are always 
heaviest just before harvest seasons, and if taking the food fails, the nomads often drop plasma grenades to torch the hydroponic fields.
   The East Military District is a hot, arid, desert, with habitable land in the plains along the Tigris and Uphrat rivers.  The regions large oil deposits 
were mostly destroyed in the Spasm.  As such, Synthecyclers often scour the deserts hunting fresh sources to supply the Nation.
   The capital, Babeli, has stood since before the war.  It is one of the largest cities in the district, and has extensive anti-aircraft emplacements, and 
factory complexes produce a never ending stream of hovertanks, and other combat vehicles.  The latter are then sent south to Uruk, where the 
district's Cavalry forces are based.
   In earlier times, Basra was a major naval center for the control of the gulf, and legends of a eighteenth century hero, named Smbat are still told.  
Despite the fact that the stories have been exaggerated over the last millenia and a half, and likely were based on the actions of at least seven 
different men, over a period of three hundred years.  
   The West Military District ranges from fertile land in the north west, to deserts in the south and east, with several mountain ranges and inland seas. 
The largest body of water in the district was a salt water body, which was further poisoned by demonic chemical attacks in the years leading up to the
Spasm. 
   Erushal is a city of a hundred temples.  Anywhere you are in the city, towering spires, an open challenge to the demon's claims of dominance, can 
be seen.  The greatest of which began construction under King Shelomo.  The Temple of Shelomo has been bombed, set fire to, and attacked 
thousands of time over the centuries.  It has been rebuilt so many times, it no longer resembles the original design, but it is still an imposing and 
impressive.  Massive walls, reinforced with Cerametal are gilded with gold and rare marbles.  Fantastic jeweled sculptures and other fine art abound. 
But most impressive, the ceremonial fount, in addition to its use in determining the viability of infants, has the capacity to eliminate all forms of 
domination from those anointed from it.
   Damask has been a steel town since the early days of the war.  Its factories are now largely under the control of Synthecyclers and MakerMods, 
which leaves a great deal of civilians unemployed.  This has lead to a brisk trade in the arts.  Smaller smelting facilities work gold – mainly for use in
Temples, but some is also custom work for the more prominent Auriochs.  Other Damasks are in the performing arts, and the most successful have 
been able to entertain across the nation or even in Kham.  Some are even returned to active duty to craft propaganda or covert messages to send into 
demon territories.
   Beyrut, was the source of a major insurrection in the last decade.  Demons successfully turned several Race soldiers.  Upon their return home, they 
gained access to a MakerMod, and began producing Slave Chips.  When authorities discovered what was happening, the slaves began a spree of 
violence, creating more slaves along the way.  It is believed that the threat has ended, but the scars remain.  And locals seldom travel alone, for fear 
of being enslaved.
   Aqaba is a border fortress, and a crucial lynchpin in the Grid link to Kham.  Prince Trog Ammoz would give anything to capture or destroy the city,
and a constant assault by its slave troops has been going on for years.  At least once every season, enemy troops actually breach the walls.  The 
fighting amongst the demons following Jezrael's death pulled troops away, and allowed for temporary gains.  But General Ensor was unable to secure
them before counterattacks occurred.  

The Shanodrim
   Though ancient Aurioch was ruled by kings.  But when the country reunified in the 2300s, such an autocratic government was not only impractical,
but unwanted.  Instead, a council of eleven officials was devised.  It includes the elected leaders, as well as the commanding officers, of the three 
districts.  Four other positions are also subject to general elections by the public.  And the final position is filled by the High Priest of the Temple of 
Shelomo.
   The Shanodrim is responsible for all laws and rulings affecting multiple districts, and establishing military policies.  In most cases, such decisions 
are made via a simple majority.  In the event of a major offensive, such as the recent joint operations with Kham, eight members must vote in favor.



Helfei
Capital: None
Leadership: Council of Warlords, Kolos Teschla (first among equals)
Population: 200M

   When the demons arrived, the only major civilization in Europe was based around the Aegean.  Troy was freshly sacked, and the city-states of 
Greece were still weakened, their armies still scattered throughout the region.  The Greeks were swiftly overwhelmed, though many refugees joined 
the Trojans in fleeing across the Middle Sea to find new homes.
   The demons in turn, began to spread outward.   The mountainous terrain to the northwest pushed them to turn east, and the greatest numbers went 
on to take Asia, and cross into the Americas and Africa.  This early decision bought the ancestors of Helfei time.
   Carthage was founded in 386, Rome in 447.  Sadly, the two descendants of Troy did not see each other as brothers or allies.  Upon encountering 
each other they began to war over the resources of Iberia and Sicily.  The wars lasted from 936 to 1054.  The first phase (936 to 959) focused on 
control of Sicily, using ironclads, and ended when demonic forces began to take advantage of their distraction.  In phase two (982 to 999), the war 
resumed on two fronts, as they continued to hold back the demons.  During this time, the Carthaginian General Hannibal invaded Italy.  And the 
Roman General Scipio and pushed the Carthaginians out of Iberia.  No formal peace was ever declared, but the war ended in 956, when demonic 
forces laid siege to Carthage, and destroyed the city.
   The period 1109 to 1173 saw great unrest in Rome, with civil wars, revolts, the rise of Dictators, and both alliance and war with Kham.  The period
also saw Gallia annexed, and a push into Brittania, and the rise of Aurioch's religion the empire.  The next century would see the use of Air Power to 
retake portions of Germania from the demons.  As of 1301, Rome had reached the peak of its power. For the next two centuries, Rome fought an 
increasingly desperate battle against the Demon Princes of eastern Europe.  
   In 1490, Diocletian conceived a plan to end the war once and for all.  Satellite-Killers launched from Kham temporarily neutralized demon 
surveillance over Europe.  This was followed by ICBMs tipped with an assortment of Fission, Fusion, Neutron, and chemical and biological 
warheads, aimed at the demons Greek strongholds, and eastern Europe.  This was to end with a ground campaign to thrust into the border regions.  
The other Race Nations were given warning, with the intent that they would launch their own offensives.
   But the demons were not so easily beaten.  When the satellites went down, the princes launched their own arsenals.  Particular attention was made 
to Strategic Missile Command in the Alps, Air Command in Brittania, and the capital itself.  The Alps were hit with a magical assault so potent, it 
eradicated all magic in the region.  Brittania was subjected to seismic upheavals, which shattered the southern half of the island.  And Rome itself 
died a slow lingering death.  Other strikes devastated infrastructure, communications, factories, and other vital targets.  The Nation of Rome was 
gone. 
   Eighty years later, the demons invaded the fallen empire, capturing great portions of Iberia and Germania.  However their dominion was never 
complete, and lasted only a century.  In 1676, the demons found themselves sickening and many died inexplicably.  Though neither human nor 
demon understood it at the time, all of what would become Helfei had become so magic poor, that demons could not survive.  The effect was 
essentially a sinkhole, the closer to the SMC, the lower the axiom level.  The central Alps were magic dead.  When Malgest began to pour energy 
into the cosm to bolster the magic later on, most of Helfei would rise to 10 or so, but the central region would never become strong enough for any 
significant arcane efforts.
   In the wake of the collapse of civilization across the continent, dozens of petty warlords carved up the region, while disease ran rampant.  With 
mere survival a priority, a second industrial revolution was but a dream.  For three centuries City-states fought each other.
   Until Carolus Magnus.  Born in Germania, where memory of life under the demons had been passed down, Carolus inherited rule of a territory 
from the North Sea to the Alps.  Carolus rallied his people behind a plan to liberate eastern Germania from the demons who still ruled there.  His 
focus on fighting the demons, rather than seeking to dominate other human realms won him respect.  All of which lead to the Treaty of Helfei in 
1971.  
   Carolus and the leaders of a half dozen other nations met in Genf in the mountain nation of Helfei.  Carolus convinced his peers to form an 
alliance.  Rather than an empire ruled by a single man, like Rome, each city-state would retain its sovereignty, but would stand together against the 
demons.  They would form a unified defense, trade resources for mutual benefit, and share in technological advances.  The union would eventually 
encompass sixteen city-states.  Over the next 350 years, Helfei pushed the demons out of Iberia, and east as far as the Carpathians and their oldest 
demesnes.
   But just as Helfei sought to launch an invasion south across the straits from the new fortress city of Malaga, the demons counterattacked.  A brutal 
strike using magical power beyond any unleashed since the Spasm, and using creatures of such fearsome mien that soldiers would flee in terror.  For 
two centuries Helfei's forces held their southern coast, but were forced to give ground in the east.  Demonic invasion on that front seemed imminent. 
Yet it never came.  Deckers braved enemy territory to tap the Demon Grid and learn why.  A Demon Prince named Kranod had assumed the title of 
High Lord, and had tremendous power and authority among its kind.  Those princes who did not submit swiftly enough to its rule were given scraps. 
Furthermore, Kranod believed that central Helfei could only be captured by Life Cyber equipped demons.  And at that time the technology was still 
not universally available.  Instead Kranod intended to invade other cosms to gain the energy needed to restore magic to Tharkold.  This news was 
met with mixed reactions in Helfei.  Some of the warlords did not believe the data, finding such talk of other realities, and axioms, to be ludicrous.  
Others noted the strange creatures employed by Kranod, loaned by a “Gaunt Man”, and feared for the fate of worlds that had not had two millenia to 
strengthen themselves against the demons.  Either way, they agreed, that defense of Helfei was the only possible option.  Offensive plans were no 
longer feasible.
   Even defense proved unlikely in 2548, when the demons unleashed an engineered plague.  Cities were forced to seal themselves to quarantine out 
the disease, which burned itself out after three years.  Outside the sixteen fortress-cities, over ninety percent of the population was dead.  During this 
time, factories began growing animals in factories for food.  These creatures were genetically engineered without heads or other non-essential parts.  
Such factories, as well as hydroponics gardens remain the source of food for Helfei (as well as most of Tharkold).
   In 2578, a priest by the name of Clement became Warlord of Napuli.  Clement preached that Helfei's besieged state was due to insufficient faith.  
Many of the Race supported his Religious Revival.  By 2594, these Reformers had taken power in half of Helfei, and began advocating a renewed 
offensive.  Clement's successor, Benedict, declared that any Race member who did not support the Crusade were heretics.  This brought about an 
internal conflict that lasted until 2617, when the Secular faction convinced the last of the Reformer Priests to surrender his political power.  
Thereafter, clergy have been prohibited from holding such positions.  
   In the late 2600s, demonic agents began infiltrating western Helfei, prompting internal security in Malaga, Corduba, and Barcelona, to institute 
extreme measures in 2681.  All communications and computer access was monitored by Deckers, and surveillance in public areas was expanded.   
Though the actual enemy operatives were swiftly caught and executed, Internal Security in these cities remained invasive for centuries.



   In 2771, a demon swarm attempted to invade Helfei's southern coastal regions.  Admiral John Easterreach of Wien lead the defense.  Over 200 
regiments of hover and air craft on each side met in the Adriatic Sea.  Adm. Easterreach employed the Uprising ritual to disrupt the enemy forces.  
After three hours, over 80% of the demonic forces were destroyed.  A decisive victory which lead to a change of leadership, and strategy, among the 
demons.  Increased efforts to understand 'Monkey Thinking' are made.
   Leon Fair became Warlord of Panam in 3004, and spent the next decade striving to become supreme leader of Helfei.  His campaign was brought 
to an end when demons assaulted Vysehrad.  The city remained a war zone for seven years, until Helfei forces were able to repel them.
   Demonic Forces made their most recent serious assault on Helfei from 3119 to 3136.  Prince Dramelech employed psychological warfare to 
weaken the resolve of Helfei's population, engineering shortages of vital resources over a period of ten years.  When the first real shots were fired in 
3129, Dramelech expected the Race to surrender.  Instead, it had the opposite effect, galvanizing them.  It took seven more years for the offensive to 
wind down.
   When Kranod's forces suffered multiple defeats, including severe damage to two demesnes hosting Maelstrom Bridges, Helfei strongly considered 
new offensives.  They even sent emissaries to the other Free Nations.  However, the rise of Jezrael, and subsequent pre-emptive strikes by the 
demons forestalled the plans.  For five years.
   When the first reports of Jezrael's presumed death were intercepted by Helfei agents, they took action.  Snipers, equipped with Shin-15 Gauss 
Rifles, were provided with schedules of over a dozen top demons, including three princes.  To prevent word getting out while other shooters were 
awaiting their opportunities, saboteurs cut communications in key areas of six principalities.   Following reports of success, infiltrating priests staged 
uprisings.  
   Four Princes were successfully assassinated, and three principalities were destabilized sufficiently to warrant invasion.  In Helles, one of 
Dramelech's lieutenants, G'thrack, survived, and restored control.  At present, Helfei and Helles are fighting for control of Bupest, Kr'kow, and 
Dezig.  It is unlikely that the Race will be able to hold all three.  But in such an event, scorched earth plans will be employed.
   
Life in Helfei
   Helfei is enjoying a moment of victory, and morale is higher than it has been since before the Spasm.
   Like all Free Nations, Helfei performs strict examinations of new born children, and painlessly terminates those with genetic flaws which would 
present a drain on National Resources.  Thanks to superior levels of medical care, only the poorest of citizens are likely to have such offspring, 
though rare recessive genes do occasionally present themselves.
   Children are normally raised by some form of genetic relative.  If neither parent is able or willing, an aunt, uncle, or grandparent can often be 
found.  When no one can be found, a system of fosterage is supposed to take over.  In practice, such children are often forced to look to themselves, 
and often end up feral, or dead before maturity.
   Primary education lasts ten years, from age five to fifteen.  This is followed by a one year military training regimen, and a ten year period of state 
service.  Not all citizens are selected for combat duty.  About a third are employed in support roles, such as maintenance, medical, or transport 
between cities.  Another third provide needed civil services, like upkeep of roads or utilities.  The rest are employed in border defense, or rare 
offensive operations.  These numbers have been slightly reduced to provide more occupation forces in the east.
   At twenty-five, citizens have the option to seek employment on their own, or remain in state service.  Those of a mind to raise a family generally 
take the first option.  Assuming they have not already started one – in such cases, their relatives look forward to turning over responsibility.
   Helfei consists of Sixteen cities, and large open territory in between.  Some of the land is habitable, some still bears the scars of radiation, plague, 
or other tragedy.  Those unwilling to abide by the strict laws of the cities can live Outside.  In such places justice comes by force of arms, and petty 
tyrants come and go.
   The cities have fortified walls over 100 meters high, and ten or more meters thick.  Most of those within live in vast armored monoliths one 
hundred meters square and about one hundred stories above ground, and up to fifty below.  These buildings contain individual powers supply, air, 
water, and other essential services, as well as Synthecyclers and MakerMods, and BioFactories.  In emergency, each can be sealed, and survive 
indefinitely.  Residential floors contain apartments for around 100 families, and overcrowding is rampant.
   For those who want more, or better than what is available in their Block, a thriving Black Market exists.  Authorities turn a blind eye so long as 
those involved don't get greedy.  Everyone likes a change in their diet now and again.  However, production of Recreational Drugs, other than 
alcohol, is not tolerated.
   There is also an underclass in every city.  Those who live in the older buildings, outside the Blocks.  Some are unable, or unwilling to work.  Some 
are Deserters, or otherwise avoiding their duty to the state.  Some are physically or mentally ill, and hiding from euthanasia.  And some have chosen, 
or been forced into criminal activities.  The Warlords don't bother eliminating these warrens, as it would require a great deal of resources, and the 
occasional raid can dredge up thousands of 'volunteers' for suicide mission.  Demonic agents are also aware of these areas, and cling to them when 
infiltrating the Nation.
   Beyond the poor and working class are the movers and shakers of the Nation.  Senior officers, Administrators, and Business owners form the lower
half of this tier.  If they are particularly successful, their children, or even grandchildren, might enjoy lives of privilege.  Above them are the 
Warlords, the descendants of their predecessors, and even the progeny of the ancient patrician class.  These people own vast fortunes, and can ensure 
their children commissions in the military.  They can afford elective cybernetic upgrades, sometimes even things not available to the general 
population – like High Skin.
   Helfei is less religious than its four peers.  Churches are little more than somewhat fancy meeting rooms (which double as emergency shelters), and
few priests do not have a second job to put food on the table.  Or to pay for the table, the room its in, etc.  Services generally about an hour, and are 
held once every three to ten days depending on the congregation.  Most in Helfei feel that protecting the Race is God's job, and he should do it 
without the need for pointless lectures.
   Totalitarian by Earth standards, with little personal privacy, Helfei is still the most liberal Race Nation.  Citizens have a choice of occupation, 
options for higher education if they merit it, freedom to marry who they wish – or not at all.  However, most law violations face death sentences, as 
prisons are a drain of resources that can not be afforded.  Lesser crimes can face banishment to the Outside, or compulsory military service in 
hazardous areas.  Many of the troops in the Occupied East are criminals.  If they survive their tours of duty, their debt to society will have been paid.

Sidebar: BioFactories
   BioFactories are common on Tharkold, used to produce food, medicine, air, and other needed – or not so needed - resources.  In Helfei Blocks, 
there are four to six Hydroponics Gardens, which act as atmospheric recyclers, as well as providing raw materials for human consumption.  The 
second most common are the slaughterhouses, where animals are genetically altered, and grown without heads or other unneeded components, fed 
intravenously, and harvested for meat.



   Smaller, specialized BioFactories, produce medical supplies – including High Skin, though this is definitively a luxury.  Some criminals in Helfei 
have established illegal BioFactories to produce narcotics, which are all too popular with Race members seeking a temporary escape from the bleak 
world they live in.
   BioFactories require intense security, and isolated computer controls, in order to prevent the enemy from sabotaging them, and causing slow deaths
via starvation, or swifter ones through disease or poison.
   Helfei has the most extensive BioFactory facilities.  Their level of medicine is somewhat improved over other Nations.  Scientists in Napuli and 
Vasicona are even pushing the boundaries of Gene-manipulation, working toward breakthroughs in Biotechnology.
[Game System: Both cities have a localized axiom shift of Tech 27, currently limited to Biological Research, though it is possible that they could also
emulate Kadandra's research into Cosmverse Theory.]
[Biotech is at 90% cost in Helfei, and 75% in Vasicona and Napuli.  Boitech includes Highskin, Nanodoc (or Carecrawler), or any Booster System]

A Tour of Helfei
   Helfei's sixteen cities have an average population of 12.5 million, with a minimum of two million active duty soldiers.
   Malaga was founded by the Carthaginians, and has served as the southwestern border of the continent for over two millenia.  Its walls are thicker 
than most cities, lined with plasma screen generators, and dotted with missile silos and plasma artillery.  Dozens of regiments of hovercraft, jets and 
bombers are stationed in Malaga.  And they are all used daily against the forces of Ecowas. 
   Lispon, on the Atlantic coast, has been settled since before the war began, and has been ruled by four nations.  During the Dark Age following the 
Spasm, demons occupied Lispon, until magic deprivation and the forces of the Alliance of Helfei drove them out.  Today the city serves as SatCon 
(Satellite Control), as well as home for long-range air forces.
   Corduba, in central Iberia, was founded to support the mining and processing of metals.  Synthecyclers and Factories still work to produce combat 
vehicles and arms – as well as needed civilian goods for half the Nation.
   Barceno is built along the Middle Sea, and is mostly below sea level, and flooding is common after demon attacks.   The city has a small mage 
population, though most do not publicly admit their craft.
   Vasicona was once the center of a major agricultural region, and is still a major exporter of foodstuffs.  The cities' biotechnicians are also involved 
in experiments on captured demons.  Though cruel, equal parts torture and research, these tests are humane compared to the treatment of human 
slaves in demon demesnes.
   Namnetum is on the Gallic Atlantic Coast, and faces fewer regular attacks than its southern and eastern peers.  As a result, a cult, the Slaves of the 
Higher Power has managed to take root among the underclass.
   Marsehla predates the Roman era, and has been a major military base throughout the war.  However demonic agents have recently infiltrated the 
cities criminal elements, and are expanding their subversion.
   Panam, a relatively peaceful city in northern Gaul, serves as a cultural center for the Nation.  Many artists are employed designing aesthetically 
pleasing versions of UltraCAD programs.  A Paname Pistol or Scout Car can command 110% of the price of more utilitarian versions from Corduba 
or Minga.
   Napuli in the Italian peninsula is the other major source for Biotechnology, exporting to Industrial cities like Corduba, and besieged ones like 
Malaga.  It is also the largest producer of illegal narcotics.
   After the Spasm, Milan briefly served as capital of the Empire.  But as technology failed, and demons claimed more territory, Milan was unable to 
keep the remaining provinces together.  Today, the city is a backwater, with the highest degree of poverty.
   Genf has not faced direct warfare since 3132.  The surrounding mountains still contain valuable natural resources.  And unknown to the locals, the 
ruins of the ancient Roman Missile Command is now a Gate between this plane and the Grid/GodNet in Bern, Switzerland on Earth.
   Lux is built below sea level, and faces regular flooding, necessitating extensive construction efforts.  Lux has the highest percentage of narcotics 
users in Helfei.
   Koln has not had direct contact with the enemy since the 3130s.  However, they have recently had a different problem.  A rash of failures in power, 
water, and other services.  The cause is a horde of Spasm Faeries determined to bring the city to the ground.
   Minga has been a major producer of ground vehicles for the Race for over a thousand years, virtually since its liberation by Carolus.  It was a 
major target of the PsychWar offensive earlier this century.
   Wien is the Race's first line of defense against Bupest and Helles.  They constantly face attacks on their communications and Grid, as the demons 
strive to inundate them with propaganda.  Like Minga, Wien was once a demon holding, and the locals have little desire to go back to the old days.
   Vysehrad is the third eastern city liberated from the demons.  They claim to have the best soldiers in the nation, they also have the only official 
Mage Corps – a small force primarily skilled at wards and countering demonic tricks.  Warlord Teschla is the head of Vysehrad, and the author of the 
recent offensives.  Presently, he has ordered vital resources and personnel from Dezig and Kr'Kow to be relocated back to Vysehrad, in the event the 
Race is unable to hold them.
   Bupest, Kr'kow, and Dezig are newly acquired holdings – the first in over a millenia.  If the Race can hold them, they will be renamed by their 
human occupants and purged of demonic influences.  Bupest at least, is unlikely to remain free, as the natives are loyal to their masters, and are 
working to bring in additional resources to retake the demesne as a subject to Helles.

The Warlords
   Power in Helfei is divided among the warlords of the sixteen cities.  However, in practice there are three warlords that dominate the politcal 
landscape.  
   Kolos Teschla of Vysehrad is a former general, vain, arrogant, but charismatic.  And now he is a genuine war hero.  The warlords of Wien, Minga, 
Genf, Koln and Lux support him.
   Cethrin Svoy of Corduba is as ruthless as a demon, and exploits everyone around her for her ends.  The Svoy family have dominated Corduba for 
centuries, though the younger members are presently pawns for their Matriarch.  Cethrin (Keth-reen) is fiercely anti-magic.  She believes that if all 
magic in the world is destroyed, the demons will die.  Malaga, Lispon and Barceno are under her dominance, and Marsehla is falling into her orbit.
   Vern DiJul of Vasicona, claims to be descended from the Caesars of Rome.  Whether this is true or not, he is a skilled orator, and a capable 
administrator.  Marsehla, Napuli, Milan, Namnetum, and Panam vote with him, though he may lose Marsehla to Warlord Svoy soon.  DiJul believes 
that Tharkold is a dying world, best of left to die.  He believes the Race should find the means to move to a new cosm and start over.  Should the new
cosm already be occupied, the natives will be easily subjugated by the Race.  He does not speak of this plan openly, but has devoted resources to 
investigating the demons' cosm travel methods.



Kham
Capital: Luxor
Leadership: Pha-ra (Figurehead - Military High Command holds real power)
Population: 35M

   Kham is the oldest surviving nation on Tharkold.  It was founded nearly two millenia before the war began.  There are numerous stories, though 
precious little solid documentation, of massive monuments in the desert.  Tombs of the ancient Pha-ras.  Temples and Idols of forgotten gods.
   Kham was a mighty kingdom, which understood Domination.  Many lesser nations fell to their armies, many lesser races submitted to the will of 
Kham.  And all of Kham bowed to their god-king.  
   All this is known, but the records are gone.
   Fifty years before the war began, the Israelites rose up, and were allowed to depart.  Their numbers were replaced in short order.  As the demons 
fell upon Greece, refugees fled.  A great many came to Kham.  Those who had useful skills found a welcome, the rest were put to work, for the good 
of Kham.
   In 675, demonic forces entered the Nile Valley, and defeated the armies of Kham.  The Pha-ra was publicly humiliated, crushing the will of the 
people.  His death, when it came, after months of torture, was a mercy.  The people of Kham, under the lashes of their masters, were put to work 
building monuments to the demons.  Monuments built from the stones of their former glories.  In a mere century and a half, it was all gone.  Or at 
least, all that the demons could find.  Some few structures, deep in the deserts, have been found since.  Small and insignificant, mere shadows of 
what was.
   In 740, rumors of an escaped prince spawned an uprising.  The demons put it down swiftly, and began driving their slaves even harder.  But the 
rumors were true.  In 796, Prince Amyrtaeus gained the aid of Aurioch, who supplied his rebel army with cannons, and together they drove the 
demons out of Kham.  Both countries would face heavy assaults from the demons in 850, 857, and 869.  
   Amyrtaeus, during his time in Aurioch, studied their religion.  The old gods did not protect Kham from conquest.  And so the new Kham would 
have only one god, and the Pha-ra is his mortal vessel.  Though his new religion caught on, the restored dynasty did not last long.  Among the Greek 
descendants, many dissenting voices proposed a new government.  Mostly, one more favorable to non-Khamites.  In 877, the Greek Ptolemy took the
throne, establishing a dynasty that lasts for centuries.  His rule differed little from his predecessors.
   Khamite scientists build the first aircraft in 1073, and Ptolemy VIII commissions an air corps eleven years later.  Early craft prove too ungainly to 
be a true counter to the demons in the air. 
   In 1153, Gaius Julius Caesar of Rome and Queen Cleopatra meet, and conspire to unify the Race under their joint rule.  Opposition in both nations 
leads to his assassination, and war between the two nations.  The early fighting is mainly at sea, where Rome's new aircraft carriers prove more than 
a match for Kham's aging battleships.  The ground fighting grinds to a standstill for years, with much of northern Kham carved up by trench warfare.
However, Octavian of Rome captures Kham in 1170.  Kham would remain a province of Rome until the Spasm.
    After the Spasm, Kham faced a struggle to rebuild.  In 1839, the demons sought to invade the Free Nation, pressing deep over a three year period.  
Kham repelled them to the Pre-spasm border in 1902, only to face another serious push in 1925.
   In 2367, the Pha-Ra, Khafra XI died unexpectedly, and his brother Menkar attempted to seize the throne over his nephew.  Menkar had aid in his 
campaign from Orrorshan agents.  Though the civil war only lasted months, it greatly weakened the Pha-Ra in the eyes of the military.  In 2417, a 
particularly inept Pha-Ra, and a renewed offensive by the demons, made the High Command come to a decision.  The people needed to believe in the
God-King, Kham's survival required competent leadership.  So, it was decided that the Pha-Ra would be placed under the protection of the Army, 
and the actual rule of the nation would be assumed by the High Command.  Despite a failed attempt by the Palace Guards to overturn this three 
centuries later, this has been the state of the Nation since.
   In 2998, Leon Fair of Helfei contacted Kham, as well as the other Free Nations, seeking a unified front against the enemy.  Though the others 
rejected the proposal, General Hammal of Kham continued a dialogue for some time.  However, the besieged state of both realms prohibited any 
serious action.
   In 3022, the Demon's launched a new, eleven year, heavy offensive, centered – as is often the case - on poisoning and flooding the Nile.  The 
demons would make another attempt on the Nile in 3075 (this time lasting only seven years).
   Kham's High Command, with the aid of a Charismatic Pha-Ra, Djerhotep, convinced the Shanodrim of Aurioch to unify their Grids in 3122.   
Several in the High Command at the time considered this the preamble to the birth of a single Free Nation.  However neither Nation was willing to 
submit, and a war among the Race would only further the ends of the demons, so nothing has come of this plan.
    The Kadandra defeat emboldened Kham, leading to numerous offensives, including a Hoverbike Battalion deployed against the Earth Bridgehead, 
as well as extensive support of the Warriors of Dzis underground.  Jezrael's fall allowed the High Command to implement a plan to carve up the 
demonic stranglehold on the continent.
   The primary objective of the offensive was to capture Lake Cleopatra, ending the demonic stranglehold on Kham's water supply.  Race agents 
among the slaves of M'greb and Tsahd initiated revolts and assassinations of ranking demons to free up the western border.  (A power play by Trog 
Ammoz freed up the eastern front, as well as Aurioch air support.)  
   As Kham was crossing the northern border of B'uruq, Mheric attacked their eastern flank.  As a result, B'uruq fell easier than planned.  And 
Mheric's forces were in the open, rather than entrenched.  So rather than complete the capture of the lake, Khamite troops chose to focus on the arid 
demesne to their southeast.  This would cost them.
   Aurioch was forced to recall its air support when the demons of the Scarlet Waste renewed hostilities.  This, coupled with additional losses from the
Mheric Campaign put Kham under strength for the Kagal'i Campaign.  Reserves could have been called up.  But when B'uruq losses were lighter 
than expected, and a plea from M'greb's Race slaves for aid could not be ignored.  
   Reserves were committed to M'greb.  Despite this, the expeditionary force took the north shore with expected casualties.  Before attempting the 
southern fortress, it was decided to capture coastal air base.  The very base Kranod launched the Savior Probe from, nearly a millenia before.  And it 
was here that they met Thratchen.  The Demon Prince employed a miracle not unlike the Will of the Race, only capable of harming over a third of the
entire expeditionary force at once.  A single strike, and the fight became a rout, Race warriors fleeing for safety.  Kham still holds the mouth of the 
Nile, but this could change if the Race can not consolidate its hold on the former demesnes.
   



Now
   Kham is ruled by the High Command, though officially the Pha-Ra is still head of state.  All laws and orders have his seal, and the general 
population has never learned the truth.  All Flag Officers know however.  And it makes it quite easy for them to run a war, knowing the people will 
support them, and the government will never seek a political solution.
   It also means that the military, and its members get preferential treatment in the allocation of resources.  It times of shortage, the army must remain 
fed, or Kham will fall.  Bullets and Armor are more essential to survival than housewares – or houses.
   Though not as strict as Aurioch, Kham puts great stock in family ties.  Strong families are necessary to ensure a new generation.  Kham promotes 
monogamous marriages with special privileges and benefits.  Extra rations of food, and other materials – when available, larger housing, even some 
luxuries.  
   Unlike their neighboring Free Nations, All resources are, and have always been, state property.   The land of Kham, the water of the Nile, and all 
that comes from them belong to the Nation.  Once it was said to belong to the Pha-Ra, god made flesh, but the High Command changed this to 
distance the public from the Pha-Ra.  
   The people's labor is claimed by the state, and distributed as it is needed, for the best interest of Kham.  In the 3022 Assault, food shortages were 
heavy.  Whole families were deemed non-essential, and were denied all rations, so that vital soldiers, and irreplaceable civilians could survive.  To 
avoid riots, the non-essentials were sent to their temples, where a variation of the Good of the Race was performed.  Those who survived were 
permitted rations again – though very meager ones.  Similar measure have been implemented at other times.  
   Most of the time however, each family is issued a daily ration of food, with some choice of variety.  One set of clothing is issued per person, which 
is recycled for new clothing as needed.  Housing includes a common room, and one bedroom per two residents.  Basic furnishings are provided, and 
may be recycled for replacements.  Anything beyond the basic essentials must be requisitioned.  The Labor Credit system is used, but resources are 
allocated only if there is sufficient surplus beyond what is needed for the war.
   It is possible that with the acquisition of new sources of fuel, and raw materials, the people may find better times ahead.  This depends on the 
ability to hold the new territory, how many former slaves are to be integrated, and repayment of Aurioch.
   As noted above, the Khamite society begins with the state and the family.  At least once a year, children are tested, and their aptitudes determined.  
As they near adulthood, their occupation is decided.  It is not uncommon for a Khamite to feel that they are not meant for their chosen profession.  
There are alternatives.  If the Military was not your chosen profession, it is possible to volunteer.  If the Volunteer soldier survives ten years, he may 
chose his profession.  Of course, since he was not considered to have an aptitude for the military, he has less training, and is not provided the same 
quality of equipment.  
   It is also possible to volunteer for Lay Clergy duty.  But openings are rare, and require a priest's approval.  Temples are not the grand affairs of 
Aurioch.  In fact, they have almost no real physical existence.  Since all adults have Nervejacks, and Trodes are available for children, the temples of 
Kham exist entirely on the Grid.  The VX environments are grandiose affairs, capable of housing tens of thousands of avatars at once.  They are 
crafted in what is believed to have been the image of the temples of old.  Priests jack in from their homes, and utilize Mana to remain online 
indefinitely.  One of the tasks of the lay clergy is to monitor their bodies.
   This is but one example of VX use in Kham.  With resources being scarce, and rationed by the government, the desire for better is common.  
Anyone with skill at VX programming creates a virtual environment for themselves.  In moderation, this is fine.  Many Khamites entertain friends in 
this manner.  But some take it too far.  Those who find the real world too much to bear, turn to the Grid.  Everyone has a story of a friend, or a 
relative, who jacked in, and never came out.  By the time someone noticed, lack of food and water had claimed another victim.
[Game System: Computers in Kham are somewhat better than in other Nations.  Treat Systems as one security level higher, Spectacular+ is DN 22, 
and Tolerance 2.  When determining CyberDeck Ratings, add +1 to each value.]
[Kham makes more effective use of the Social Axiom than other Nations.  Economically, it is an 18 (Communist).]

The Way in Kham
   Though the old pantheism is no longer a part of official worship, it is not entirely gone.  Khamites venerate one god, who is creator of the universe,
the first and supreme pha-ra, protector and source of wisdom.  Aspects that once comprised four gods.  The pha-ra is the descendant and embodiment
of god, and is worshiped as well.
   In addition, some priests recognize the other old gods, not as true powers, but as the children of god, or former pha-ras.  These priests, if asked, 
consult the alignment of the stars and planets, which hold significance to these figures, to advise the faithful.  A recent supreme commander was 
forced to resign, when it was discovered that he was making military policy based on such readings.
   The head of the Church is the Pha-ra, Herumose VII.  The Pha-ra is protected in the most high security building in Luxor.  All visitors must have 
authorization and undergo extensive security screening.  He has no real power in Kham.  But he is revered by the people, and blessed by god.  To 
appease the Pha-ra, the High Command provides the royal family with the finest luxuries available.  Though some who know the truth about how 
things work, suspect that the Pha-ra, and his relations, and servants (another part of the lay clergy), all live in the Grid, kept alive by Mana.
   Herumose has held the throne for seventeen years.  He has three wives (polygamy is permitted for the pha-ra) and a total of twelve children.  
Despite the pleasures and comfort afforded him, with no expectations, beyond the occasional VX speech to the masses, he feels trapped.  His greatest
desire is to go outside.  Unknown to his keepers, he has begun investigating intelligence on the cosmverse.  He is aware of the existence of Eternity 
Shards, and the Gate power, and is now trying to find a way to gain access to a shard with that power.
   The pha-ra, as well as his relations, may choose anyone they wish to marry.  Subject to the approval of the High Command, and background 
checks.  (The bride to be technically has the right to say no, but that would mean defying the will of the living god).  Herumose's wives include two 
lay members of the clergy, and a former lieutenant of the Palace Guard.  They continue the grand tradition of conspiring to gain greater influence, 
and strive to place their eldest son on the throne.  Such conspiracies must be complex and subtle, since the murder of a prince, even by a royal 
consort, is punishable by death.
   The Royal Family also includes hundreds of relatives, siblings, cousins, and more distant cadet lines.  Only first cousins and preceding generations 
of the Pha-ranic house are kept in top security seclusion.  The others are scattered about the Nation, acting as high priests in other cities, some even 
serve as Regimental Chaplains for the military.
   Commoners may also rise to the rank of high priest.  Promotion after years of service, they are often more skilled than the nobles.  Though the 
priesthood is attained via aptitude testing, it is still considered an honor, even though it is compulsory.  A prospective priest can not avoid their fate 
through military service.  Warrior-Clerics are always in short supply – since they are priority targets for the enemy.
   As noted Lay Clergy act as servants to the priesthood and royals.  The wives, and husbands of these exalted persons are primarily selected from this
class.  But the vast majority are no more than the cleaning staff.



Sidebar: Creatures of Kham
   Ka Spirits – the Spirits of dead pha-ras.  These spirits act as guardians of Kham, its cities, and its armies.  Invisible in the mortal realm, but visible, 
and tangible in the Grid.
   Sc'rabs – Fist-Sized Predatory Insects, considered good luck charms, or protectors.  Sometimes kept as pets.  One of the few creatures that actually 
prefers the taste of demon flesh.

The Realm
   Kham is broken down into four regions: the Nile River Valley, Nile Delta, Eastern Desert, and Western Desert.  Over thirty million people live 
along the Nile, and the only habitation in the deserts has evolved from the need for defense, rather than a desire to live in such uninhabitable lands.
   The Delta is defined by three cities: Zau (NW), Djanet (NE), and Men-nefer (South).  All are built behind shield walls that protect against both 
invasion and flooding.
   The River valley has a number of minor settlements, but Luxor dominates central Kham.  A massive, four thousand square kilometer, city, 
sprawling on both sides of the river.  Over a third of Kham lives in Luxor, along with considerable military forces.  There are three structures which 
might be the Palace, each guarded with crack troops.  It is possible that the pha-ra is moved between them regularly.  Massive hydroelectric and 
purification plants line the river.
   Mersa, on the Red Sea guards the East, and also has prominent water desalinization/purification plants.
   Balat, built on the largest oasis in the western desert is little more than a military base.
   If, or when, the captured territories are integrated, Kham will possess five new cities, and a population of nearly one hundred million.

High Command
   The High Command consists of ten Generals and the Supreme Commander.  However, the addition of so much new territory means this number 
will grow.
Ground Forces
Infantry Corps – includes Foot, Motorized (both Chod-Lam/1 and Lam-Res), Marines, and specialists such as Paratroopers.  General Nedjese has 
come up through the ranks, over a forty year career.  He was considered for Supreme Commander, but rejected it due to his advanced age.
Cavalry Corps – includes all major wheeled and tracked ground vehicles, as well as Xedi-Pe hovertanks.  General Namose is new to the position, 
replacing Nebithu.
Reconnaissance Corps – consists primarily of Xedi-1 hoverbikes, but also includes military intelligence.  General Hasitky failed to anticipate 
Thratchen, and may yet be forced to resign.
These Corps will need to expand to triple their current size.  Supreme Commander Nebithu will either establish six more corps, and generals; or 
appoint three deputy-generals for each corps.
Navy
   At one time the Khamite navy used large surface vessels, as well as submarines.  Today, small hovercraft such as the Xedi-1, Xedi-Qo/4, and Xedi-
Pe Hovertank are used for all Naval actions.
Blue Fleet – stationed along the Nile, primarily the southern border.  With the annexation, Blue Fleet will be expanded, and divided into Blue (north) 
and White (south).  General Rytenay is currently the in theater commander at Lake Cleopatra.  She will likely take command of the new Fleet, and 
appoint Flotilla Commander Ipenneb to Blue Fleet.
Black Fleet – stationed out of Zau and Djanet, the Black Fleet is responsible for the Middle Sea.  Currently, over half these vehicles are in the two 
port demesnes of M'greb.  General Menedjau is overseeing the indoctrination of the local Race.  He hopes to find his son, who was captured in battle 
three years ago.
Red Fleet – Based out of Mersa, the Red Fleet saw almost no action in the recent campaign.  General Nesotiaa is zealously protecting her troops and 
equipment, from the transfers that will be needed to bring the other fleets up to proper strength.
Air Force
   All aircraft, VTOL, Combat Jets, and transports fall under the purview of the Air Force.
Delta Command – Based out of Zau, Djanet, and Men-nefer, and responsible for the northern portion of Kham.  They are now responsible for all the 
3196 borders, as well as the western gains.  A new Command will need to be established for the liberated areas.  General Aankhet, despite his rank is 
still deeply spiritual, and truly believes this victory was made possible by the pha-ra.  
Desert Command – Officially still based out of Balat, this Command saw the heaviest losses of the recent campaign, and should stand down.  
However, it is instead flying increased missions, taxing the men, machines and maintenance schedules in order to hold the skies over the new south.  
General Pasanayu has priority access to the MakerMODs in the new regions, as well as fresh personnel rushed through final training.
Orbital Command – covers satellites, missiles, and four space vehicles used for maintenance and deployment of the SatNet.  General Nimlote 
realizes his position is as far from the action as the Supply and Transport forces – only those are directly attached to the forces they serve.  He would 
like to transfer to a more active role, in order to gain glory, and prestige.  His posting was deliberate, as he lacks any real strategic ability.
GridWatch
Until now all of Kham's National Grid, as well as the links to Aurioch were protected by a single force.  Incorporating the Virtual realms of up to 
four captured principalities could take years – in order to insure there are no backdoors for the demons to use.  In time, this will mean splitting this 
branch.  Either creating separate divisions for each new province, or appointing deputies to divide the work load.  General Jehere, knowing he will 
not live to see the completion of the task is planning to step down at the end of the current year, after assigning three subordinates to the appropriate 
roles.
Supreme Commander Nebithu
   The hero of M'greb, Nebithu has inherited the post of Supreme Commander, because her predecessor committed suicide over the failure of the 
southern campaign.  Nebithu sees the pha-ra as a pig, and an unnecessary expense.  If she could she would remove the entire royal family.  But the 
people need their figurehead.  The next several years will require increases in manpower and materials for the military, though much of this will 
come from the new regions.  Bringing the freed slaves into the fold is therefore a major priority.  Unfortunately this also means working with the 
priesthood. 



Jhou 
Capital: Wuhan
Leadership: Warlord Xiang Hyakinthos Zhen
Population: 390M

   The earliest civilization in ancient Jhou arose almost a millennium and a half before the war began.  When the Jhou dynasty came to power in 
WY78, it was merely one of a half dozen kingdoms in Eastern Tharkold.  For the first few centuries, Jhou was more concerned with other human 
realms than they were with P'o.  They vied with their neighbors for dominance in the region, and all too soon found themselves coping with 
marauding hordes from the west.
   From the latter, they heard stories of the enemy.  At first, the Jhou emperors refused to believe such outrageous stories.  But as more tribes came, 
telling the same tale, they began to take it seriously.  Jhou, and the other eastern kingdoms began preparations.  But they couldn't truly prepare for 
what was coming.  
   The demons were so ferocious, so merciless, that in the first engagement, the human forces broke and ran.  Eventually, desperation overcame fear, 
and the defenders began to push back.  For two centuries, the outcome was uncertain.
   In 483, Jhou alchemists invent gunpowder.  At first it was a simple curiousity, but the military applications were swiftly realized.  And as a 
consequence, two years later, Shan-Gammoth lead first demon swarm against Jhou Emperors, resulting in demonic dominance in the region for two 
centuries.  Fearing certain defeat, Emperor Huan Wang ordered the secrets of gunpowder to be taken by horse and boat in all directions, and given to 
any who might be able to resist.
   A slave working in a demonic granary staged a successful uprising in 630.  K'ung Fu Tzu's rebellion paved the way for Changqing Sun Wu's, who 
saw the demons pushed back a couple generations later.  Both men established a philosophy of resistance, and a strategic method that remain at the 
core of Jhou (and all Race) military teachings today.  Based on their example, the Jhou would liberate vast regions from the demons, as well as 
bringing smaller kingdoms under their banner.
   In 986, Emperor Qin Shi Huang ordered the construction of a defensive barrier.  Roughly ten meters in height, and six in width, constructed of the 
sturdiest building materials available.  Cannon emplacements (which would be replaced with mix of artillery pieces, and heavy machine guns a 
generation later) stationed regularly along the wall.  Furthermore, both priests and alchemists would imbue the wall, using techniques not unlike 
those of Aurioch's Great Temple.  This Wall would be impervious to demonic infiltration, and would ensure Jhou's defense.  Early estimates 
suggested that such a structure, even using natural barriers where possible, would take at least two centuries – assuming the demons cooperated.
   The boundaries of the wall would be expanded by Han Wu Di little more than half a century later.  During his reign, Jhou reached its present 
borders.  In the south, his armies actually annexed several small lands which were struggling against occupation.
   During the reign of Han Ming Di, radio transmissions made contact with other Free Nations possible for the first time.  However this was not as 
useful in practice as it first seemed.  Without codes, all messages could be intercepted by the demons.  And delivering the codes via ship or plane was
a long and risky proposition.  Only Mizatyan could reliably communicate with Jhou.  However emergency codes were established with the other 
Race Nations for times of need.
   These would be implemented two centuries later, when the Western Nations planned to turn the tide of the war.  Though the specifics of their plan 
were not discussed, the moment to strike was spread around the world.  Jhou did its part like the others.  An array of nuclear, biological, and 
chemical weapons were launched in advance of a ground assault against a dozen principalities.  No one, not even the mages who advised Emperor 
Jin Wu Di, could have foreseen the outcome.  
   When the Spasm hit, the wards impressed all along the Barrier Wall exploded, shattering vast lengths.  Fragments of the wall rained down hundreds
of kilometers away, even as demonic attacks which were supposed to be stopped by the countermeasures of the wall hit.  Electromagnetic Pulses 
devastated the power and communications grids.  Whole cities were vaporized.  And the Jin Dynasty vanished with them.  
   Sixteen petty warlords divided the Empire and warred to become the next emperor.  Until the principality of Yenisei-Ostyak recovered in 1607, 
forcing the warlords to put aside their differences.  In 1644, despite numerous attacks from the north, that section of Jhou's Barrier Wall was rebuilt.  
Though it lacked the mystical defenses of the past, the new wall did utilize the cannons of the original plans.
     In 1789, Warlord Sui Wen Di officially reunited Jhou under his authority.  He rejected the title of Emperor.  Instead he decreed that the line of 
succession would not be determined by birth and place the fate of a nation in the hands of a incapable heir, but transfer from one commander to the 
next.  The Korya peninsula was reintegrated by 1868.
   The period of 2107 to 2323 saw extensive conflict with Yenisei-Ostyak.  During this time, Warlord Zhao Shen Tsung implements reforms, leading 
to the modern class system.
   The 2400s saw extensive losses to the demons.  The entire southern coastal regions were lost, and in 2434 , Jhou fell under demonic domination for
a second time.  Resistance  would continue until the nation was liberated in 2568.  Demonic forces would continue to eat away at the borders 
however, with the Jhou holding the north, where the Wall was more intact, and the southwestern mountains.  
   As demons loyal to Kranod continued to enjoy great advantage, Jhou and Mizatyan began to fear that subjugation was inevitable.  In 3094, the two 
nations established a mutual aid pact.  However the forces of Krothard Hellbear, a new prince in Irkchotka, swiftly countered with blockades at sea 
and in the air.  Unable to make reliable runs between the two, and isolated from the other Free Nations, Jhou has spent the last century fearing their 
imminent fall.  In 3124-27, 3137-49, and 3166-75, Jhou faced incursions from the from all three borders.  
   A tactical nuclear weapon was detonated, rendering the city of Heibei uninhabitable in 3189.  Retaliatory strikes against the demons were staged, 
but the source of the attack was not determined for over five years.  Until Prince Hellbear's agents unleashed similar attacks in a half dozen cities, in 
3195.  These attacks were more precise.  Rather than destroying the targets, the demons wiped out power plants, food production, and other key 
resources.  When a dimensional gate was discovered in Xianggang recently, it became a source of hope.

Sidebar: Naming Conventions
   In Jhou, all citizens have three names.  The first and most important is the Clan name.  Clans number in the thousands, few of which are even 
closely related.  When addressing a member of another Clan, this name is used, unless the speaker is a close friend.
   The second name is the family name, which is used by other clan members when addressing a member of a particular family.  Again, close friends 
– or relations – may be more familiar.
   The final name is the given name, used by family and friends.  
   The names are placed in this order to remind everyone that they are less important than their family, which is in turn less important than the clan, 
which is subordinate to the Nation.  Married women do not adopt their husbands family/clan name, though children normally take their father's.
   Mizatyan uses the same system, but omits the Clan Name.



Clan and Class
   Extended families form the basis for Clans.  As many Clans are the dominant force within a given city, it is probable that they began with the early 
tribes and villages that grew to become those cities.  Clans may range from a few dozen members, to several thousand.  
   While many have a specialty or particular area of influence, it is not uncommon for Clans to extend across multiple social classes.  The largest 
Clans may have Servitors and Magistrates.  
   As a general rule, children will follow their parents, belonging to the same class and performing the same job.  This is not an absolute though.  
Testing is performed each year, and if the child shows other talents, they may be elevated to a higher Class.  Or, if the child is lacking in ability, he 
might be reduced to a lesser Class.
   Marriages are arranged by the Clan, though it is possible for a couple to convince the Clan to allow their union.  However, marrying above one's 
station is not permitted.  And thus comes the source of many incidences of criminal action.  Couples must produce a minimum of two offspring.
   There are Six Classes, each with a distinct social station.  Each Class encompasses a number of professions.
   Magistrates – The leadership of Jhou.  The Magistrates include simple bureaucrats and functionaries, strategists and logisticians, governors and the
warlord.
   Priests – the spiritual leaders of Jhou.  There are number of specialties, but most break down to civilian and military.
   Intelligentsia – the most highly educated of Jhou.  Doctors, scientists, programmers, and other skilled labor.  Though highly mistrusted, Mages are 
a part of this class.  Jhou's Magistrates authorize the existence of mages, because of their ability to counter the demon's biggest advantage.
   Warriors – though members of other classes might serve as officers, deckers, or infantry, the Warrior Class fill out the rest.  Cavalry, Pilots, 
Commandos, and other expert combatants.
   Laborers – the largest Class, consisting of unskilled and semi-skilled workers.  Though the Nation could not survive without their efforts, they can 
expect little recognition for their long hours of backbreaking labor.
   Servitors – though some few come to this Class by virtue of being liberated from the demons – offering service to prove their loyalty to the Race – 
more are criminals.  If a citizen is convicted of a non-capital crime, regardless of their birth Class, they are reduced to Servitors.  Furthermore, the 
children of Servitors, being somewhat suspect themselves, must work twice as hard to earn a place in one of the other Classes, and they will never be
permitted a place in the Magistrates.  Servitors may be treated as Laborers, or as household servants and assistants to the Upper Classes.  Beyond 
food, and other necessities, Servitors receive no other Labor Credits.

   Households consist of at least three generations of a family.  The Patriarch or Matriarch (or both if they have survived), their unmarried children, at
least one son, and all of his family.  If the family has a personal workspace – such as a Doctor's Office or Maintenance Shop – it is attached to the 
house.  The eldest son will inherit, though all family members who live under the roof will likely remain.  Daughters, by tradition, leave their parent's
home, and live with their husband's family.  There are exceptions however.
   The Household is as heavily fortified as the family can make it.  Smaller Clans will band together to establish the large, bunker-like, blocks popular
in Helfei construction.  Larger Clans will control whole districts or cities.
   It is not uncommon for a family to pool their labor credits, for the benefit of the whole.  Thus when a child comes of age, he or she can expect to be
provided with suitable cybernetic upgrades and equipment to undertake their profession.

The Way of the East
   Unlike the western Free Nations, in the east there is no single god.  Every natural object, and some believe every manufactured one, has a spirit.  
As do animals and people.  The strongest of possibility-rated persons are said to leave behind Ancestor Spirits (a local variation of the Ka Spirits of 
Kham).
   Nature is supposed to be a harmonious balance of these many spirits.  The demons exist outside of nature, and are a disruption of it.  For over three 
millenia they have ruined the world.  Poisoned the land and the water, slaughtered the beasts of the land, and the people.  If they are not stopped, they
will destroy the world.  It is the duty of the Race to prevent that.  The priests maintain that, if the Race succeeds, that one day the world will again 
regain that balance.
   
Mages of Jhou
   While the Alchemists of the early war were more practitioners of science and chemistry than magic, true sorcery has been a part of Jhou society 
since even before the war.  Today Mages are expected to wear clothing that instantly identifies themselves to those around them, as a warning.  
Except of course on the battlefield, where they, clerics, and officers, wear armor that does not distinguish them from the common troops.
   Most Mages concern themselves with wards and counterspells, with some small facility for offensive spells and other tricks.
   [Game System: Mages may possess any of the available spells from the Core Rulebook, Aysle, and Pixaud's.  They seldom learn Entity spells, or 
any of the Tharkold specific spells with world laws as a Manipulation – other than Attack Dominant.  While they may learn Occultech, and possess 
SpellChips, most other Occultech listed in the Tharkold Realmbook are demon specific.]

The Free Nation of Jhou
   Jhou has twenty-three provinces.  Most of these consist of a single metroplex and hundreds of square miles of barren ground.  The five provinces 
bordering Yenisei-Ostyak retain most of the Great Wall, though there are numerous gaps which have not been repaired since the most recent round of
assaults.  In the last two years, Krothard Hellbear has taken an interest in the area, using the Race's attention on his peer to slip suicide bombers in.
   Fengtian, at the east end of the Wall, has had an infestation of Hackles in the Liao River Purification Systems.  Repairs have diverted resources 
from the Wall, allowing several Slave Commandos to pass through and engage in sabotage, and terror attacks.
   Hebei was one of the most populace of the northern cities, until its nuclear death eight years ago.  A portable device was brought in, and detonated 
close enough to one of the cities main Fusion Plants to cause a secondary explosion.  Over ten million died, and the fallout was spread further.  A 
regiment of troops still stand watch, protecting the Synthcyclers as they perform salvage operations.
   The Zhong clan are the largest of the survivors, and consist mainly of Priests.  Zhong Lung Jin, is both spiritual and political leader of the 
survivors.  Clan Zhong's spies have informed her of the dissension within the ranks of the demons.  An opportunity for vengeance did exist.  
However it may have passed.  Jin considers the Warlord too timid to lead, and is agitating for a change.
   Shanxi is a mountain fortress, an overlarge artillery battery, and the strongest section of the Wall.  General Shan Xue Wei and his clan dominate the
ranks of the warriors.  Xue is already a strong contender for the next Warlord, but the support of Zhong Lung Jin has only improved his chances.
   Kan-su is home to Jhou's space launch center, as well as a major food production area from the western provinces.  As a consequence, any demon 
troops that can make it past the Wall target the area.  In the recent offensives, blights – biological and divine – have been unleashed, leading to food 



shortages in Qinghai.
   To the west inhospitable mountains and even more hostile desert acts to provide to considerable buffer – though the northern portions of this region
are now claimed by the forces of Prince Sharnghoguao of Yenisei-Ostyak.
   Where the southwest lands turn to jungle, the demons call the Garden of Pain.  This is the most heavily active border, as both sides send raids 
across it every few days.
   Chuanxia was a major component of the Early Jhou Dynasty.  Today, in addition to food production, the area has several mineral resources, and 
industrial factories – especially aerospace.  A virus introduced into the computers at the Digam-Sim/12 Plant affected over a hundred fighters before 
it was caught.  The avionics fail under certain extreme conditions – such as combat maneuvers.  
   Kunming drives deep into the Garden of Pain, jealously protecting iron and other mineral deposits.  Demons and their agents have been active in 
this area for some time, sabotaging defenses and mining operations, or stealing shipments.
   The Chuan clan, comprised mainly of laborers and intelligentsia, and some magistrates, own the largest factories and most productive mines in 
both Chuanzia and Kunming.  Industrialist Chuan He Chao is a vocal opponent to the invasion of Earth.  Not for altruistic reasons, but because the 
more resources brought through the gate, the more his influence is weakened.  Once, Chao was a supporter of Hyakinthos Zhen, but this issue has 
turned him away.
   Kuei-chou is a resource poor province, having only military value.  If the war ended tomorrow, the province would become a ghost, as its people 
moved to more hospitable lands. 
   The eastern border is the ocean, and faces fewer infiltrations.  However the Northeast border above Korya faces the threat of Irkchotka.
   Xianggang has been a minor coastal province, with little of real value, and no major impact on the War.  Until the recent discovery of a Gate 
leading to another, resource rich, cosm (Earth).  So far, Fifty Thousand soldiers and support personnel have been sent through, along with 
Synthcylers, to harvest valuable resources for Jhou.  Some of those who have been deployed have sent back suggestions that Jhou expand its 
occupation, colonizing the cosm.  Possibly even abandoning the dying world of Tharkold to the demons, and starting new on Earth.  
   General Xiang Chrys Kei is leading the invasion.  Her clan, the warlord's, have been the military governors of the province since its early days.  
Kei, is ambitious.  She had her required two children young, and has devoted her life to the military, rising to general at the age of thirty-two.  She 
has had her eyes on the Warlord's seat.  But since she arrived in the Realm, a voice has whispered to her, suggesting she could reach higher.
   Fuzhou, Zhejiang, Nanjing, and Qingdao (running south to north) form the bulk of Jhou's coastal border.  These provinces have the largest food 
production, and the oldest surviving temples.  Zhejiang, the largest, even has a museum containing relics of the pre-war culture.  There are many who
have invented a romantic view of the Jhou that might have been, and a VX addiction, not unlike that of Kham can sometimes occur among those 
longing for that idyllic, peaceful, orderly, realm.
   Heilongjiang is a major petrochemical producer, and the most heavily infiltrated province by Irkchotka.  Since the demons wish this territory for 
their own use, they have restricted their terror tactics to conventional attacks, as well as the use of Face Thieves and Mon-D-Vils.  
   Jilin is another food production province, but also manufactures electronics and cybernetics.  Recent attacks have many civilians in this area afraid 
to leave their homes.  To counter this, soldiers that would be better employed on offensive actions against the demons, must patrol the streets.  But 
the vast majority of those they threaten, are in fact loyal citizens, thus increasing the level of fear.
   Choson and Hanguk are both situated on the Korya peninsula.  The former has been infiltrated by Simmulids, who have disrupted many aspects of 
daily life, causing formerly productive factories and food production centers to falter.  The latter is Jhou's Trade Capital, maintaining brisk relations 
with Mizatyan.  In light of Mizatyan's recent victories, and the troubles in the north, this trade is likely to be reduced soon, as resources – and troops 
– are brought to bear upon the forces that fled Hokkaido.
   Dop Ling Lee's clan, though small, and not particularly prominent in Choson affairs in the past, may prove pivotal in the near future.  The Dop clan
are mages, and uncovered a Simmulid attempting to impersonate a clansman.  The creature was removed, and the clan are aware of the threat.  But 
Lee has reason to believe Magistrate Kuan, the governor, has been replaced.  If he has, then he knows the Dops have dealt with his kin.  And he 
could expose the Dops, and have them expunged.  So Lee and his clan are engaged in Low War, hunting the enemy – and being hunted in return.  
   Central Jhou was once considered nominally safe from attack, but has suffered much in the recent terror campaign.
   Wuhan, capital of Jhou, predates the war, and the founding of the nation, by centuries.  It is not merely the political center, but also economic, 
cultural, educational, and a transportation hub.  The city is built around the Yellow and Han Rivers, and makes extensive use of hydroelectric power.  
A significant number of Wuhan's fifteen million are employed in the design and production of computers, electronics, and ceramics – particularly 
armors.  
   [Game System: Jhou employs Chod/6 Striker and Chod/9 Power Armor rather than the more common Chod/5 and /8.  Interdermal and Exodermal 
Armor only cost 2000 per point, and Exodermal Armor CyberRating is reduced by one (minimum 1).]
   Magistrate Lao Sun Dao considers himself, and his family, the true leaders of Jhou.  Warlords come and go, but the Lao Magistrates remain.  And 
Xiang Hyakinthos Zhen's time is soon.
   Warlord Xiang Hyakinthos Zhen was a compromise candidate.  A steady, capable, officer, who had never made a significant mistake – or taken any
risks.  He was seen as someone who would ensure Jhou's status quo.  The fact that he has failed weighs heavily on him, and Zhen is looking to his 
Legacy.  If the Earth mission fails, history will condemn him.
   Hunan, Jiangxi, and Anhui are all predominantly food production provinces, and have had intermittent attacks from demonic agents.  However, 
there are signs that the authorities are once again getting this situation under control in these areas.
   Henan and Chongqing are industrial zones, with greater output than Wuhan, as both provinces do not expend significant resources on luxuries – as 
the locals view some of the capital's efforts to preserve traditional Jhou history and culture, as well as the needed infrastructure for the bureaucracy of
the nation.



Mizatyan 
Capital: Osaka Megaplex
Leadership: Taikoun (Military Dictatorship)
Population: 30M

   In during the dark age following the Spasm, Emperor Kazuhito ordered the commission of the Imperial Record.  A historical account of Mizatyan 
history prior to the Spasm, and the destruction of most evidence that could contradict it.  The Imperial Record is considered a myth by most modern 
historians.
   What can be determined, is that there were two native cultures in the archipelago initially.  Tribes fleeing east to escape the war immigrated during 
the first centuries of the war.  According to the Imperial Record, the first emperor, Jimmu, child of the sun goddess, was enthroned in 540.  However 
records of early radio contact with Jhou in 1142 do not reflect a unified empire.  Imperial Record claims this was a period of civil war to explain it.  
Few still support the belief in the divine lineage of the Emperors.
   Records in Jhou and Kham, reflect Emperor Sujin's reign in 1430, though Imperial Record states he ruled from 1103 to 1170.  Imperial Record 
offers no answer to this – since it did not have access to foreign reports at the time.  Historians who support the Record claim that there were two 
different Emperor Sujins.  
   Imperial Record reports the existence of Expeditionary Forces dispatched across the ocean in all directions.  Experts believe that there are far too 
many details, including descriptions of native populations and terrain, some of which match data from other Tharkold-like Cosms, like Earth.  
Consensus is that there must have been some truth in these accounts.
   One popular story comes from the time of the Spasm.  An army, under the command of Prince Sazaki, was deployed in what is now the Deadlands,
fighting beside the red skinned natives against the demons.  It is said that they were part of the conflict that killed a continent.  It is also claimed, 
though there is no possible way it could have been known to the authors of the Imperial Record, that the Prince and his forces escaped to sea, and 
were claimed by a Gate.  Many believe Prince Sazaki, or his heirs, will return to lead Mizatyan to victory over the demons.
   Recent evidence has come to light however.  When Kranod's scouts arrived on Seido, the natives, who resembled the ancient Mizatyans, knew 
them for what they were.  The demons apparently are willing to question the possibility that Seido is populated by the progeny of the lost Mizatyan 
army.
   After the Spasm, historical accounts become reliable.  Like other pockets of civilization, Mizatyan suffered a loss of its technological resources.  
But they were not as physically damaged as other nations.  In 1590, Emperor Jingo learned that the Korya peninsula was under threat of invasion.  To
prevent that, he launched his own occupation.  Mizatyan held Choson until 1762, and Hanguk a century longer.  In both cases, the native humans 
repelled them.
   The early 23rd century saw a renaissance, both in technology and in the arts.  Mizatyan made it back into space, and used the high ground to make 
contact with the other remaining Free Nations.  The advantage did not last long, a few decades.  But it allowed the Race to recover technologicallly 
from the Spasm.
   In 2356, agents of the Gaunt Man whispered in the ears of several lords, leading to thirty years of civil war.  Though order was restored under 
Warlord Kamakura, the stain of Corruption was not completely eradicated.  Instead it festered for a century.
   In 2474, the Nameless Emperor, desirous of the True Power of his mythical forebears, betrayed Mizatyan to the demons.  His actions caused 
Hokkaido to be captured, and the other islands suffered deep incursions.  And for his crimes, the Imperial line was Attainted and executed in 2476.  
In the aftermath, regional warlords fought independently against the demons for years.
   It would take until the 29th century, for the regional warlords to end their internal fighting to establish a new emperor.  In that three centuries, 
Hokkaido was thoroughly fortified against the race.  But in 2803, the Taikoun was founded, and the modern system of government with it.  And it 
would take until 3054 to break the demon's blockade and make contact with the outside world again.
   Between 3068 and 3112, the warlords initiated reforms to the military Table of Order and Equipment.  Standardization of equipment, streamlined 
regulations, a massive improvement in efficiency.  This era also saw the former nobility fully divested of any authority they had previously held.  In 
3094, the Taikoun established a mutual defense pact with Jhou – though this proved to be a largely symbolic gesture.
   In late 3141, Krothard Hellbear staged a surprise attack on Hirosake Base, shattering the northern defenses, and mounting a full scale invasion.  
After steadily losing ground, and facing demon forces at the gates of Edo, the Taikoun authorized the use of tactical nuclear weapons on home soil.  
The first broke the main force of the invasion.  The second ended the demon invasion of Honshu.
   Following the death of Jezrael, with Mizatyan proving too well defended, Irkchotka turned its attention to some of its neighboring demesnes, and 
Jhou.  This provided an opportunity Mizatyan had waited seven centuries for.  
   Air raids were launched to aid Jhou.  This marks the first time Mizatyan has made any significant actions under the defense pact.  This served to 
draw attention away from the real plan.
   The Kage were deployed via bombers in a HALO drop on the demon prince's capital.  Upon landing they began disabling security and long range 
surveillance, permitting hovercraft and mobile infantry to cross the straits and invade.  The Kage then began to hunt down the demonic leadership, 
killing dozens of Great Alphas, and several Lords.  Despite massive losses, they breached Hellbear's inner sanctum.  But not fast enough – he gated 
out to the mainland.  It will take some time to fully reintegrate the island, but the majority of the slave population have celebrated their liberation.
   
The Caste System
   In Mizatyan, it is the accepted belief, that all citizens are eugenically optimized for the tasks they are born to.  While not everyone will perform the 
same job as their parents, they will be in the same caste.  Any effort to resist the natural order is a threat to the very foundation of society.  For this 
reason, most citizens make the best of their situations.  This includes accepting arranged marriages decided by the clan for the good of the genepool.
   Those who do not, end up among the Unproductives.  Despite the name, the lowest caste does serve a purpose.  Criminals provide alternative 
methods for transporting goods, which is useful when demonic attacks cut off regular supply lines.  Similarly, certain clans which have been cast out 
from the Warrior Caste, have proven themselves with their participation in the recent campaign.  Cybermages are also considered a part of this Caste 
for their practice of forbidden (though sometimes necessary) arts.  
   Once an individual is designated an Unproductive, the stigma carries to their children in perpetuity – though on rare occasion one can earn their 
way into a higher caste by an exceptional act.
   The Worker Caste includes farmers, factory workers, shipping personnel, and any other occupation that does not require significant training.  
Workers tend to be stronger or more dextrous based on their heredity.  Most enter the labor force after primary school, age ten.  They will commonly 
work twelve to sixteen hours every day, to produce the essential goods and services Mizatyan requires.  And if they survive to age fifty, they are 
permitted to retire and assist in the raising of their grandchildren, while their children are working.  



   Since the advent of UltraCAD, unemployment among the worker caste has increased.  To solve this, about a third of the caste are now employed in 
military support roles.  The Taikoun intended to place some in paramilitary roles (firefighters, police, etc.) however the Administrators insisted that 
this was an insult to their honor.
   The middle rung of the caste system, the Professionals, consists of merchants, doctors, programmers, and other skilled laborers.  Less physically 
capable than the Workers, these citizens rely on intellect, or charisma, as well as a greater education.  Most receive at least a secondary schooling 
(additional five years), though are promising enough to merit as much as ten years.  They will not work the long hours, or perform the heavy labor of
the Workers, but their jobs frequently require them to be on call, or even enter active combat zones.  For this reason, they may earn as much as two to
five labor credits per hour.  Professionals are generally more intellectually developed than other castes.
   The Administrator Caste were once the nobility, and the pinnacle of the castes.  After the betrayal of the Nameless Emperor, they have been 
relegated to a place subordinate to the Warriors.  Most see their lives as penance for the sins of their ancestors, and devote themselves to the service 
of the Nation and the restoration of honor.  Others chafe at their subordinate status, and long to regain the lands and privileges of their ancestors.
   Most Administrators serve to implement the policies of the Taikoun, regulate factories, and oversee the civil operation of the prefectures.  Others 
serve as paramilitaries – protecting the civilian population from accidents, crime, and the occasional incursion that gets passed the military.
   Owing to their exceptional heredity, Administrators can show exceptional ability in physical, mental, or spiritual traits.  
   The Warrior Caste are born and raised to fight for the security of Mizatyan, and the survival of the Race.  The Warriors form four of the five 
branches of the military, each of which is divided into two divisions.  
   Infantry – the largest branch – consists of Foot and Mobile Infantry.  The latter have jets on their armor to increase mobility.
   Hovercraft – consists of Scouts (Hoverbikes) and Cavalry (Cars, IFVs, and Tanks).
   Aerospace – consists of Ground Support (VTOLs and Bombers) and Aerospace Superiority (Fightercraft)
   Intelligence – is split between Gridrunners (in offensive and defensive roles) and more traditional operatives (Surveillance, Counterinsurgency, and
covert agents).
   The fifth branch – Special Forces (or SpecFor) is comprised of Unproductives, and operates largely free of the chain of command.
   Warriors tend to be slightly less muscular than the laborers, but have better reflexes and coordination.
   The Castes break down as follows: Unproductives 8%, Laborers 45% (roughly 15% in military support roles), Professionals 25%, Administrators 
2%, Warriors 20%.
   In Mizatyan, Genetic aptitude – as relates to the individual's caste – is rated one to five.  A rating of five is subject to euthanasia via the Good of the
Race.  A four is barely capable, and may be sterilized.  Most citizens are threes – average.  Twos are exceptional, and will often rise to positions of 
leadership.  Ones are quite rare, and are the best Mizatyan can produce.  It is possible to change ratings.  Annual testing can, rarely, lead to a 
reclassification – positive or negative.

Sidebar: Batteries
   Mizatyan has a very limited resource base.  As a consequence, they have become exceptionally skilled at recycling and energy efficiency.  As a 
result, all standard energy cells, and vehicular cells, produced in Mizatyan generate 150% (+1) power.  So for example, a Res-14 Laser would have 
power for 75 shots instead of only 50, and a vehicular cell provides 90 hours of life rather than 60.

The Priesthood
   Each caste, and often each Clan within that caste, has their own priests.  In the Warrior caste, they are assigned at the Company level (one per every
hundred men in the infantry).  Mizatyan's Priests tend to be highly specialized, and focus their knowledge of prayers and rituals toward the best 
interests of their caste.  A Laborer Priest might know the ritual of Eradicate Radiation, but will not likely have learned Bless Battle.

The Taikoun and the Chain of Command
   The Taikoun consists of five warlords, one for each branch.  The Special Forces Warlord comes from among the Unproductives, and is only 
permitted to vote in the event of a tie.
   Matsuoka Kazuo-Two is the youngest of the five, and a former Mobile Infantryman.  Having fought the demons hand to hand, on land and in the 
air, he has ordered Research and Development on new tech for the troopers.  Dedicated Aerial suits, Aquatic suits, and a Close Assault Pulse Laser.  
He hopes that such tools will improve the survivability of Mizatyan warriors.
   Nakahara Ichirou-One is the oldest, a tanker with almost four decades of experience.  Ichirou planned the liberation of Hokkaido, an act that would
have been impossible if he had held to rigid protocol.  His choice to make use of, or even acknowledge, the unproductives has not been well received
by some.  He may even need to resign over it.
   Sato Chiyoko-Two was a fighter pilot, and misses the days of facing the enemy in one on one combat.  She organized the air raids against the 
demons on the mainland on Warlord Nakahara'a advice.  When she learned the real reason, she threatened a duel over the matter.  The other warlords 
convinced her to wait and see how the affair came out.  She still is considering.
   Shizuka Ryo-Two, Intelligence Director, has discovered that with Hokkaido back in Race hands, his work is just beginning.  But even as he is 
assessing the threat from partisans, leftover demon weapons, and backdoors into the local Grid, he has glimpsed an opportunity.  Krothard Hellbear 
had a connection between the island and the mainland.  If the Occultech that was used to make it happen can be reverse engineered by the Race, it 
could mean a unification of the Mizatyan and Jhou Grids, without a security threat – maybe even a single Race Grid.
   Yamada Rina-Two represents the Dantai, and is the Kage Liason to the Taikoun.  The other warlords, with the exception of Nakahara, still hold no 
respect for her.  They feel she is nothing more than a common criminal, and that her presence – and that of her office – are an insult to honorable 
warriors.  However, among the civilian castes, and the newly freed people of Hokkaido, she is a hero.
   Beneath the warlords are two levels of Generals.  The Senior Generals are the five Prefecture Commanders, who are responsible for the defense of 
their territory.  General Fujiwara Taiki-Two of Hokkaido has only recently set foot in his domain.  Previously Hokkaido forces served as Mizatyan's 
offensive force.  This will likely change in the future.  Each has total authority over the forces in their prefecture, subject to the commands of the 
Taikoun.
   There are forty Lieutenant Generals, one for each division in each prefecture.  Each commands all forces for their division in that prefecture, 
subject to the commands of the prefecture's senior general.  The Special Forces are not organized along standard military lines, and do not have 
Lieutenant Generals.
   Beneath the generals are the regimental commanders.  In the infantry, these officers command a force of approximately a thousand men.



Special Forces
   The Dantai began as a part of the Warrior caste during Mizatyan's feudal period.  Many of the founders were cast out or simply left over disputes 
with their lords – as opposed to the more extreme ritual suicide that was popular at the time.  Unlike many other criminal factions – on  Tharkold and
beyond – the Dantai were, and remain, as devoted to their nation as any other citizen.  Often more so than the civilian castes.     
   Their activities, though technically criminal, do not involve innocents, and do nothing to undermine the Nation or its war effort.  They act as a line 
of defense against demonic agents.  Such persons look for the disaffected and criminals as allies – and are removed.
   The organization also runs a great many Synthcyclers – particularly undersea models.  They keep ten percent of the salvage for their own 
equipment, and deliver the rest to the Warrior caste.  In times of need, it is not unusual for the organization to give up the entire lot.
   Another vital service they provide is smuggling.  They use a variety of routes: the island chain south of the Mizatyan archipelago, the large barrier 
island near Xianggang in Jhou, Gate spells, and even the deadly Hiroshima-Pusan Run, to bring in needed resources from the mainland – for which 
they trade undersea minerals and intellectual goods (programs).
   Clans retain much of the military discipline of their ancestors.  Individuals are considered soldiers, and take orders from officers.  And the officers 
stand in a clear chain of command (Lieutenant-Captain-Clan Leader).  Each of the four prefectures (not including Hokkaido) have about three Clans. 
Osaka Megaplex has a single Clan, and is considered neutral territory for the others, as well as the seat of the supreme head of the organization, the 
SpecFor Warlord.
   It is probable that several of the smaller clans, looking for expansion, will relocate to the liberated Hokkaido.
   The Dantai have access to the same hardware as the military, but prefer more concealable arms and armor.  Syntheleather, and laser pistols 
predominate, along with monofilament and plasma melee weapons.  
   A smaller group of former warriors are the Kage.  Where the Dantai focus on supply and logistics, the Kage work quite closely with Intelligence – 
specifically, they serve mainly as counterinsurgents.  When a citizen's loyalty becomes suspect, the Kage monitor him.  If he is guilty, he is found 
dead, with evidence of his guilt on display.  Surveillance, knowledge of security systems and proceedures, and misdirection are their tools.
   Two clans, specialize in combat infiltration.  They manufacture the Chod/7 Infiltrator Armor, and train in techniques to kill human or demon 
swiftly, and whenever possible, quietly.

Prefectures of Mizatyan
   Mizatyan is divided into five prefectures: Saikaido, Futanashima, Kyoto, Tokyo, and Hokkaido.  Saikaido, Futanashima, and Hokkaido are each a 
single island.  The largest island, Honshu, is split between the other two.  In addition there are multiple smaller islands, which are generally part of 
the nearest prefecture.  Most of these latter are uninhabited, except for defense outposts.
   The vast majority of the Mizatyan populace lives in Megaplexes – vast sprawling cities, similar to those of Jhou or Helfei, except the buildings 
tend to be shorter, with fewer underground levels, resulting in a larger surface area covered.  This difference is due to tectonic issues, though newer 
buildings have been designed to withstand earthquake, and tsunami, permitting them to be built on/in the water as land becomes more precious, as 
well as allowing for taller buildings.
   Saikaido, the western most island has two megaplexes, Kokura in the north, and Miyazaki on the southeastern side.  Kokura Megaplex is the 
prefecture capital, and employs artillery screens similar to those in Malaga, Helfei.  Miyazaki Megaplex possesses a genetic repository capable of 
reintroducing hundreds of extinct species back into the ecosystem, once the creatures that rendered them extinct are gone.  This repository could 
theoretically repopulate Mizatyan – or all of Tharkold – if need be.  The people of Miyazaki do in fact use artificial insemination of genetically 
purified embryoes, rather than rely on random chance.  The local administrators are seeking to establish this system in other megaplexes – and 
believe it would improve the Race in other Nations as well.
   Futanashima lies east of Saikaido, and south of western Honshu.  Its two largest population centers are Kochi Megaplex (southern) and Tokushima
Megaplex (eastern).  Kochi is a fortress watching for attack from the sea, and is home to 60% of the island's people.  It is connected to Miyazaki by 
underground maglev lines.  Tokushima, the prefecture capital, was rebuilt only a century ago.  It is connected by maglev to Osaka.
   Kyoto, West Honshu, is named for the original National Capital – who's remnants are now a part of Osaka.  Hiroshima Megaplex, is the nearest 
part of the island to Jhou.  A century ago, following the Mutual Defense Pact, a tunnel was carved under the sea to connect to Pusan.  What the 
builders did not know is that demonic seismic sensors detected the construction.  The demons of Irkchotka waited until the tube was finished, then 
blasted an opening, allowing the sea to flood in, killing the passengers on the inaugural run.  The tunnel still exists, but is sealed at both ends to 
prevent demons, or other creatures from entering through them.  The Lines to Osaka and Kokura are operational.
   Osaka Megaplex separates Kyoto from Tokyo, covering 40,000 square kilometers, and literally bisecting the island.  Osaka has incorporated 
dozens of smaller settlements, as well as numerous disaster areas – where Synthcyclers and Decon units have not yet completed their work.  The 
Taikoun seldom is physically present, though staff officers coordinate the various divisions and regiments from several facilities in the capital.  The 
actual warlords normally stay in separate parts of the Nation, and meet via the Grid.  Though it is an extravagance, a major shrine has been 
constructed on the site of the old Imperial Palace, and it is visited by thousands of people each year.
   Tokyo, East Honshu, is a devastated wasteland in the north, with only a handful of military bases – notably Hirosake Base.  The latter is a small 
city, with civilian castes and noncombatant family members.  Nagoya Megaplex and Edo Megaplex, from orbit, look like further extensions of 
Osaka.  
   Hokkaido, the northern island, still contains vast regions that have yet to be pacified.  Demon enclaves, and various creatures, magical traps and 
IEDs dot the landscape.  Below the surface, a vast, sprawling, cavern network is the only city on the island.  Thousands of humans born in Krothard's
former capital have never seen the sun.  Though most have welcomed their liberators, a small number of loyal slaves are fighting a terror campaign 
to keep the enemy soldiers in a state of panic.



Chapter Four
The Demon Nations

Where the history of the Race is fraught with propaganda and lost knowledge, the history of demonkind is a mix of mythology and self-
aggrandizement, where truth is not merely subjective, but often an inconvenience.  Any attempt to detail the history of every Principality would be 
impractical.  Instead, this chapter will contain a general overview of the Tharkoldu diaspora, followed by synopses of the thirteen emerging Demon 
Nations.

A Nominally Accurate History of the Tharkoldu
   No one knows where the demons came from prior to their arrival in Mycenae in WY 0.  Theories suggest that they came from another Cosm, or 
Pocket Dimension, though there is no evidence to confirm or deny this.
   There is a new theory, proposed in the wake of increased contact with other Cosms in the last few years.  This theory notes how Tharkold and Aysle
were both perfectly suited to the needs of the Gaunt Man's invasion of Earth, as well as the similarities of Tharkold to earlier versions of Orrorsh.  In 
WY -50, the Gaunt Man discovered Heketon, destroyed half his home cosm, defeated Dairoga on Kantovia, and discovered the existence of Earth.  
   Though it is considered heresy by the techno-demons, some have wondered, what if Omoo-Zhan was a member of the earliest incarnation of the 
Hellion Court?  What if the existence of the Tharkoldu was all a part of the Gaunt Man's plan?  If Tharkold was shaped, that three millennium of 
suffering was all to make it a world suitable to his needs?
   Of course, this presumes that Omoo-Zhan, the progenitor of demonkind, was a real being.
   Needless to say, this idea is more popular among the Race, as it diminishes the enemy to mere pawns of a greater – defeated – entity.  However 
some of Thratchen's researchers have also asked these questions.  And they have realized that the answers may be in the possession of Basjas or 
Skutharka, the oldest surviving servants of the Gaunt Man.
Europe
   The War began when the demons first appeared in what is now Helles, conquering Greek civilization in the process.  Despite historical accounts, 
the earliest stage of the War was not likely one-sided.  The Race was on the brink of the Iron Age, while demons were less technologically advanced. 
Belief in Omoo-Zhan and the gods of Olympus were evenly matched.  Human society was more advanced, but demon society was better suited to 
warfare.  And greater numbers of humans made up for the greater strength of the demons.  But the demons had a vastly greater understanding of 
magic, and all demons practiced it to some extent.  And this is what decided the outcome.
   It is speculated that the early packs had only Alphas, with a single Great Alpha ruling over all.  The Kraznavetka claims that this being was Omoo-
Zhan, and ascribes a rank greater than that of a Prince.
   Following the creation of a demonic homeland, came the diaspora.  Most traveled north and west, into Europe, though a smaller force crossed the 
straits into western Aurioch, before being halted by King Shelomo around 250.  Likewise the Germanic tribes held the western prides at bay until the
coming of Rome.
Asia
   But the demons were able to claim the northeast portions of Europe and cross into Asia.  Here they split again.  Half expanded throughout the 
conquered lands.  The others traveled east across the steppes.  Shan-Gammoth led one of the strongest of these prides.  In 485, it became one of the 
greatest demons prior to Kranod.  Faced with defeat at the hands of the Jhou Empire, Shan-Gammoth united the Prides into a single Swarm under its 
dominance.  Following the fall of much of Jhou to the demons, all of Asia was essentially theirs by 500 or 600.
Africa and the Near East
   Following this victory, Krom-Ashur lead many prides to the south.  They clawed at the edges of Aurioch, surrounding them, and claiming what is 
now the Scarlet Wastes in the mid-600s.  His forces defeated Kham in 675, spreading into Africa.  Though it lost control of Kham in 796, it did pave 
the way for the fall of Carthage.  Though it died in the final battle – at the age of three hundred ten.  Its' successors would complete the conquest of 
modern Ecowas and Dzis.
   Neither Krom-Ashur nor Shan-Gammoth could breach the Hindus Subcontinent, where the Race would remain Free for another thousand years.
The Western Hemisphere
   In the aftermath of the Shan-Gammoth's victory over Jhou, a small expedition crossed the straits and into the future Deadlands around 600.  At the 
time, it was home to hundreds of nomadic tribes, as well as a few emerging human empires.  The rising Mississippi Empire – with aid from Mizatyan
– proved just as determined as the Nations of the East.
   As the demons fought south, they met and crushed the Olmecs – and gave rise to the Mayaztincan Empire in 900, which survived, and held out 
against the predecessors of Viruxhmugla for half a millenia.  One curious note, the demons encountered a vast civilization about two thousand  
kilometers north of the Olmecs – the Dine.  These people had advanced technology and learning, and a population in the millions.  But on the eve of 
war, the entire nation simply vanished.  No one has ever determined what happened to them or where they went.  Though rumors of Mutants living 
in their hidden cliff cities make some speculate that they did not vanish from the world entirely.
   The Mayaztincans also held much of Iron Mountains as well, and were skilled pilots, facing the demons in the air.  Despite this, the Apurimac 
River Valley fell to the demons around 1200.
   As the Tharkoldu spread across the world, periodically, a pride would break off to establish a demesne.  Over time these would compete with each 
other, determining dominance.  From these battles came the first Lords, and like Krom-Ashur and Shan-Gammoth, Princes.  In the wake of the 
Spasm, as the axioms of Tharkold fell, and any sense of unity among the prides fell with them.  The demons fought each other for vital resources, 
with leadership changing hands almost daily in some areas.  Borders were redrawn often, and whole territories would be swallowed up, break away, 
or change from vassal state to overlord.
   As magic failed, such battles became less common, and ambitions cooled.  It was during this era that the modern Principalities were formed.  
Precise borders would change somewhat over time, but the 66 realms all date back to that time.  
   The last thousand years are well known.  Fanexith reported the decline of magic in 2310, leading to Kranod's Saviour Project, and the coming of 
the Gaunt Man.  A century later, Kranod discovered the Obsidian Staff, Malgest, in a dead cosm.  (Not unlike Uthorion's discovery of Drakacanus 
three centuries later – as the conspiracy theorists note.)
   For seven hundred years, the Race has been contained in five Nations, and Tharkold has consumed the possibility energy of more than fifty cosms. 
In 3190, the cosm of Kadandra discovered the impending invasion, and repelled it.  The first time any cosm had ever successfully fought back.  Over
the next two years, Kranod would fail to invade Earth, Seido, and Illithicar, and be replaced by the human Jezrael.
   Jezrael fought for dominance from 3192 to 3195, disappearing in the Battle of Death Valley on Earth.  
   This led to a new wave of demonic in-fighting, as princes vied for dominance.  With a little help from the Race, three quarters of the Principalities 



would be subsumed.  In the aftermath, only thirteen Princes remain, each with a vast realm, and power.  Below them, there are 66 Demon Lords on 
Tharkold, plus one per each Stelae Zone on Earth.  
   Above them all, Thratchen stands as High Lord.  It has made its priority to complete the conquest of Earth, and realize the Gaunt Man's plans.  
However, to accomplish this, Thratchen must understand the intricate depths of the Lord of Fear's machinations, strip away the deceptions of 
Heketon, and expose the truth.  And it realizes that Malgest may well work against Tharkold in this matter.
   Tharkold is allied with Aysle, and the various realms of Fear (Lereholm, Arachnidia, Tz'Ravok, Nolava, Magna Verita, and the Aztec Empire) – for 
now.  But it seems inevitable that these others must eventually submit, if Thratchen is to become Torg.

Sidebar: Slave Designations
   Slave designations are a complicated affair.  The are arranged as follows: 

(Gender) Classification-Numeric Designation within that class for the year/Demesne of Birth-Birth Year

Gender: Nesh – Female, Sel – Male.

Classification: based on genetic predispositions, or the needs of the demons.  
Alph – labor Vav – mage Chod – test subject
Bet – skilled labor Us – pain technician Lam – servant
Gam – infantry Zan – mechanical sciences Mim – food
Del – cavalry Ket – physical sciences Nu – artistic raw material
He – aerospace Tet – life sciences Sim –  necromantic harvesting
Ep – recon Iot – computer sciences Ain – cyborg modification

Numeric Designation: a four digit number 0001 to 9999, which is specific to each classification and year.

Demesne: Since slaves can be traded often, they are identified by their Demesne of birth, usually that of a lord or prince, rather than a more 
transitory realm.  Presently, there are a large number of slaves named for subjugated Principalities.  

Birth Year: there are few slaves born before 3150 still alive, and those are all stormers of use to Thratchen and Malgest.

Enclaves and Demesnes
   Demon architecture and civil engineering differs in a number of key ways from that of the Race.  The Race builds their structures close together for
better defense.  Space is a matter of decentralization – the need to ensure that vital resources and leadership can not be targeted by a single attack.  
Buildings are stark and functional, artistic touches being an extravagance – which the Race can ill afford.
   Demons build both smaller and grander.  
   Each demon – if it has the means to do so, and every Great Alpha or higher can, as do most Alphas – has its own enclave.  These can range from 
simple caves, to bunkers, to massive palatial edifices.  An enclave will always contain a few features.  The demon, and its retainers, particularly 
slaves, will be housed within.  Workspaces, such as a laboratory, garage, or shrine – as needed.  And security measures, to protect against Race 
attack, rivals, or escaping slaves.  Beyond that the specifics vary according to the individuals tastes.
   An Alpha Gridrunner, with a pride of four, and fifty slaves, might have choose to live in a natural-seeming cavern.  The entryway would hide an 
airlock-like security door, requiring a retinal scan to open.  Inside, a large entry area serves as a good place for combat against intruders, challenges, 
or gathering the slaves in one place for discipline or worship.  Off this are a small biofactory to produce food for the inhabitants, a small fusion 
generator, slave pens or dormitories, and a single chamber for the clamshell-like sleeping chambers of the pride.  Beyond these are the computer 
workstations, a small UltraCAD/MakerMOD facility to produce new hardware.  And finally, the Alpha's personal chambers
   Conversely, a Demon Lord will have a correspondingly larger enclave.  Most are the size of a city, containing smaller enclaves for its' subordinate 
demons.  At the heart, a monument to the Lord's greatness, and its' palace.  This will be furnished with demonic art, including many examples of 
tormented or tortured monkeys.  
   The Palace will often utilize precious metals or rare minerals in its construction – at least as a facade.  Owing to the vast raw resources acquired in 
seven centuries of cosm raids, the rulers of demonkind can spare such luxury.  Beyond that will be state of the art security systems, various defense 
emplacements, a cathedral/throne room, and facilities to house the personal retainers, security forces, and slaves.  Below all this, lies a emergency 
bunker, armory, and both food and equipment production, and any sensitive workstations – such as a arcane laboratory, bioweapon saferoom, or war 
room.  Even the Lord's own subjects may be restricted in these areas – since a most demons are deposed by a 'loyal' subordinate.

A Slave's Lot
   The treatment of slaves varies greatly, in accordance to the whims or the masters.  
   In Helles, all traces of normal human society have been eliminated.  Slaves have no family bonds.  Reproduction occurs mainly at the direction of 
the demons.  It may be a clinical procedure, sometimes not requiring the male and female to be present at the same time.  At other times, the demons 
encourage the violent methods of their own kind.  For example a captured Race female might well be thrown into a room full of male slaves.  The 
offspring are taken from the mother at birth, and trained for the good of their masters.  Even before reaching maturity, they will be put to work.  By 
the standards of other humans – even in Tharkold – they would be considered insane, human in flesh only.
   In Kalka, slaves may make their own families, though they may be compelled to breed with other mates to suit the genetic wishes of the demons.  
The family is permitted living quarters – a small space, comparable to that found in the Free Nations, though with fewer personal effects and 
amenities.  Changes in dominance can force the separation of the family, but more often, the family is sold as a unit.  The children remain with their 
parents throughout training – determined by aptitude, and the needs of the owner.  The end of training marks adulthood (around age 15) and the child
moves into its own quarters, or a dormitory with others – until starting a family of his or her own.  Slaves may face torture at any time – for no 
reason – but the average slave simply labors long hours, day in, day out, often without true knowledge of what they are doing.
   In some Demesnes, slaves are required to worship with their dominants.  In others, so long as they do not practice the Way of the Race, they can be
agnostic for all their owners care.  In all cases, following the Way is one of the highest crimes a slave may commit.  
   Punishment can vary widely, depending of the whims, and temperament of the demon.  Some enjoy psychological torment, even forcing the slave 
to chose their own punishment.  Others opt for simple, brutal – sometimes lethal – assault, often far in excess of what the misdeed might merit.



Dzis and Scar
Prince(s): Sterret of the Blades and High Lord Thratchen
Population: 4M demons and 90M slaves (approximately 2000 demons and 50K slaves in Scar)

   Dzis was the final conquest of the African Campaign, taken around 1000.  And it was a minor Principality until Kranod made contact with the 
Gaunt Man, and became High Lord.  Since then it has been the center of demon society.  A place that has been envied by many, especially the princes
of Helles, the former capital.
   With the death of Kranod, and his replacement by a monkey, ambitions were set loose.  To hold her throne, Jezrael was forced to crush rebellions 
from three neighboring princes.  And rather than replace them, she simply absorbed their holdings and gained the submission of their lords.  
However, Thratchen's original holdings were restored to it after its' return. 
   In the wake of her death, the every prince sought to claim the power of the Darkness Device.  Most however, had no idea where to begin the 
search, and simply turned their attention to expanding their domains.  Thratchen and Sterret of the Blades knew better.  Both knew that simple 
conquest was not enough.  That to become High Lord, one must demonstrate ingenuity, and an understanding of more than the way of the Tharkoldu.
   Sterret of the Blades pride has always specialized in Conventional Weapons Technology, and has produced some of the finest warriors – both slave 
and demon.  Sterret's time on Earth, allowed it to become adaptable.  In addition to maintaining a strong hold on the American realm, Sterret 
captured most of Dzis and held it against the forces of Darusazot.  
   Thratchen in the meantime, secured Scar – the island heart of Dzis, and opened the pocket dimension where Malgest was contained.  It then 
involved itself in the battle against Kham, claiming rule over Kagal'i, and sending the Race into retreat – through the use of spiritual secrets stolen 
from the clerics of Earth.
   Most presume that this alone was what earned the prince its dominion.  But after this act, Thratchen spoke to the Darkness Device, and promised it 
a renewed invasion of Earth.  First, Thratchen swore to keep the heart of Earth's reality under the Tharkold zone.  Though Malgest would not expend 
energy to build a new Zone, it was understood that the techno-demons would ensure that no other reality would be permitted to claim it either.
   Second, Thratchen planned to use the fractures in reality to move agents, rather than expend possibilities for a dimthread.  Viruxhmugla did most of
the work in creating a realm in the Yucatan, without ever realizing the true implications.  Thratchen also used the actions of Krothard Hellbear to 
coax the Race to do his bidding in Hong Kong.  This irony impressed Malgest, enough to win its power.
   Thratchen met with Sterret.  If the latter agreed to submit, it would retain all its holdings, and become first lieutenant.  Sterret might have opted to 
fight, but since Thratchen had already won the power of the Darkness Device, such a fight would not likely result in Sterret's victory.  But by biding 
its time, Sterret knows that claiming another Darkness Device is possible.
   Sterret has begun the use of Psi-Borgs, among other methods, to track down  the renegade Warriors of Dzis.  Already, their network has ceased to 
be a threat, and many are seeking to escape into Kham.  This suits the demons fine.
   Dzis covers the southern third of Africa, bordered by Kham and Ecowas.  Kagal'i, the 'horn' and Namib – Sterret's original demesne are both 
deserts, though the latter is rich in minerals.  The rest of the Nation is jungle.  A region over five hundred kilometers wide, and running from coast to 
coast, is stocked with the deadliest creatures known, and slaves – as punishment, or simply for amusement – are dropped in to permit demons to hunt
them.  Since any escaped slaves must pass through the area to reach Kham, they simply become more prey.  Those who are armed, are even more 
fun.
   The island of Scar was once very similar to the mainland of Dzis.  But it has faced numerous attacks by the Race, rendering the surface largely 
uninhabitable.  The fortress of Kranod, which now belongs to Thratchen serves merely as a line of defense, and decoy, for the real Capital of 
Tharkold.  Within, there is a permanent Gate to a pocket dimension, populated exclusively by stormers. 
   The Pocket Scar is an idealized version, roughly ten times the size of the island on Tharkold, surrounded by a sea of acid, with skies of fire.
   Thratchen has poached the best from the other demesnes, as well as capturing promising stormers from the Free Nations, and the various realms on
Earth.  Scientists, demon and monkey, are engaged in research into the nature of Vril energy.  Thratchen wishes to better understand the secrets of the
Ravagons, Mobius' Eternium powered weapons, and of course Heketon's abilities to manipulate reality beyond what its brother Devices have 
achieved.  Thratchen knows that the Obsidian Heart will have to be defeated in order to become Torg.
   One of their recent successes has been the evolution of Alpha Progeny [See Chapter Five].

Ecowas
Prince: Darusazot 
Population: 3M demons and 60M slaves.

   Ecowas, or rather two of its five principalities were built upon the ruins of Carthage.  As such, demons have ruled this area for about two thousand 
years.  Most of them, and their slaves live along the habitable north and west coast of the continent, or in the jungles bordering Dzis.  The interior of 
the Nation is a vast desert.  Only rogue demons and escaped slaves eke out meager lives in this deadly plain.
   For centuries, the rulers of the region were forbidden to cross the middle sea and invade Helfei, but required to continue to assault it.  A constant 
artillery campaign, and centuries of arms build up have been the norm.  But never enough production or troop build up to actually take the whole 
Iberian subcontinent.  And experts believe that anything less would be pointless.
   With Jezrael's demise, Race uprisings rocked the region, and the prince saw a chance to end the stalemate.  Ecowas has been refining its combat 
vehicles for centuries, and was able to wage invasions of its neighbors by sending hover transports through the desert.  The swift deployment of such 
a combat force, demesnes already destabilized by rebellion were swiftly subjugated.  And their addition has added considerable raw materials to 
Ecowas' war effort.  But still not enough to take on Helfei.  
   While a plan to move against the unstable border of Kham was being plotted, Thratchen demanded the prince submit.  When it refused, Thratchen 
killed it in single combat, as an example to the other princes.  Then he appointed Darusazot as the new prince.  The lords of Ecowas chose to submit 
to it, rather than face the fate of their former prince.
   Once the combat fleets of the new demesnes are upgraded to the Xedi-10/Res (a design remarkably similar to the pattern used in Mizatyan), 
Ecowas will be nearly ready to move against one of the Free Nations.  Their only lack is manpower to hold whatever they capture.  To solve this, 
Darusazot has taken half his slave soldiers out of action in the short term.  An extensive breeding program has begun.  Every female capable of 
childbearing, is to be artificially inseminated with embryos from genetically suited parents.  Darusazot, a combat leader, has ordered its' occultechs to
develop a artificial womb in order to permit a greater build up of soldiers.  
   Naturally, this increase in slaves requires an increase in food production.  In the short term, Darusazot has solved this by converting all older, or 
insufficiently useful slaves to food.  The prince estimates that this could cause a riot if the monkeys discover what is happening. 



Scarlet Wastes
Prince: Trog Ammoz
Population: 1.5M demons, 35M slaves, and over 25K sentients from other dimensions, including Sadomachs

   Trog Ammoz prides itself on being a direct descendant of Krom-Ashur.  It has ruled over the harsh, unforgiving, Scarlet Wastes for over a century, 
and had planned to usurp Jezrael.  But it lost the initiative when she disappeared on Earth.  
   With her loss, Malgest ceased providing power to support the wards sealing several off a number of pocket dimensions.  And the Scarlet Wastes, 
and its eastern neighbors, between it and Kalka, have had a number of gates open.  Trog has turned its attention to bringing the situation back under 
control.  Its' technomancers have focused on rebuilding the wards, while its military forces have been pulled from the Aurioch border to oppose the 
alien threats.
   Megiddo, to the northeast of the Scarlet Wastes peninsula – and due east of Aurioch – was being overrun by Desni, and other races found on worlds
conquered by Kranod.  Trog's forces have pushed the infestation across the border into Aurioch, sealing – for the moment – most of the gates.  
However, the remnants have allied with rebel slaves.  Though some of these creatures are no better than the demons, they are a change, and the 
slaves are aiding them in the battles for the region.
   Baloch, to the east of Megiddo, is still effectively under the control of Sadomachs, with the surviving demons now enslaved to the strange 
torturers.  And the gate to their native realm remains open.  There are reports that the Sadomachs previously encountered were scouts.  That more 
powerful creatures, akin to Tharkoldu Alphas, Great Alphas and even Lords are now present in the region.  However, these reports are coming from 
unconfirmed Grid contacts, and the Grid in the region also seems to have been compromised by dimensional gates.
   Trog knows that bringing the region back under demon rule will require the power of the Darkness Device, as well as troops from other Nations.  
But to get this help, Trog will have to submit to Thratchen.  So it is holding out, trying to find a third option.  In the short term, it is allowing the 
Sadomachs to expand, hoping they will come into conflict with Megiddo – permitting its' own forces to mop up.
      The Scarlet Wastes are bordered to the northwest by Aurioch, and Kham – across the Blood Sea – to the west.  In the days before the War, several
civilizations, including the predecessors to the western Free Nations, began along the banks of rivers that once flowed through these lands.  At the 
height of the war, the vast oil fields powered the demonic war machine.  Today, the region is a desolation.  Nothing natural can survive in this endless
desert.  All water comes from desalinization plants along the Megiddo Gulf or the Kalkan Ocean, which must be defended against Race attacks.  
Despite the territory it occupies, the Scarlet Wastes only has three major population centers, and about two dozen border defense outposts.  Megiddo 
and Baloch each have a single major city, and a total of eight defense outposts.

Kalka
Prince: Ogothat 
Population: 8M demons and 120M Race (approximately 65M are in open rebellion)

   The Hindus subcontinent was once a Free Nation, and a vital link connecting Jhou to Aurioch, permitting the Race to maintain communications.  
With mountains protecting the region from attack from the northeast or northwest, the Bharat Empire could develop without the constant threat of 
invasion that the other eight Race Nations faced.
   Bharat survived for almost a thousand years, until the Spasm.  But when the Bharata found their advanced weapons inoperative, along with all 
other electronics - such as their early warning satellites – they were vulnerable.  Prides from the western desert swarmed across the mountains, 
seeking more fertile lands.  
   For centuries, the Bharata fought a to hold on, as the demons clawed deeper into their lands.  But when faced with the Horrors of Orrorsh, and the 
weapons of an emergent High Lord, Bharata fell in 2435.  By that time it was carved up into six principalities.
   Over the next seven hundred sixty years, every effort was made to eradicate Race culture.  As in other principalities, monuments were torn down, 
books burned, and any resistance was met with excessive force.  And within a generation, Bharat was gone, replaced by demesnes of slaves.
   But the desire for freedom was never completely eradicated.  The extensive communications arrays remained in operation under the demons.  
Kalka, the largest principality, was a hub for the DemonGrid.  In 2978, a slave caught preaching the Way of the Race was to be executed.  Veda, 
during the hours of her agonizing torture, performed a Liberation, reaching over 20,000 slaves before the broadcast was cut.  It is believed that if she 
had been allowed a few more minutes, the number would have increased exponentially.
   Following the disappearance of Jezrael, the princes of the region, like their peers elsewhere, saw a chance for personal gain.  And their slaves saw a
chance for freedom.  Gridrunners, tasked with maintaining communications, and defense of data-forts, instead manipulated events.  They brought 
forces from rival prides into contact, and goaded them into fights.  Soon, the demons, and their loyal troops were so busy, they had no time to 
discover what had caused it.
   The rebels used the confusion to free other slaves.  And when the demons realized what was happening, conflicting orders were issued to loyal 
slave troops – turning them against their dominants.  Three princes were assassinated by slaves not under their direct dominance.
   At present, the region is still in the midst of a civil war.  Ogothat is the last surviving prince.  A young demon at the time of the Veda uprising, it 
knows that the situation must be resolved swiftly, and brutally – or the trouble will grow like a cancer.  It is preparing to order mass executions in 
order to bring the monkeys to heel.  Already, it has submitted to Thratchen for support.  But that support has brought a third faction in on the side of 
the Race – the Gridlocks.
   Thratchen believes that Ogothat is too old, and inflexible to be of continued use.  Whichever demon actually defeats the rebels will be elevated to 
its' place.
   At present, the two sides are nearly equally matched.  And both have ready access to MakerMods and equipment.  Not that force of arms will 
resolve the conflict.  Instead both sides are fighting in the Grid.  DataRaids have escalated into full-scale warfare, and state of the art terminals are 
fielding high-powered Attack and Defense programs.  With the Gridlocks involvement, the normal demonic advantage of magic has be countered as 
well.
   Kalka is bordered – across mountain ranges, by the Scarlet Waste, Yenisei-Ostyak, and the Garden of Pain.  Its climate is a mix of desert and 
tropical, and faces heavy monsoons.  In addition to its importance in Grid Communications, Kalka's component principalities have been exporters of 
food and other needed resources to its neighbors.  These past debts are the only reason Ogothat has been able to keep from being deposed.
   However, if the Race is able to overthrow it, and repel the other demons, a restored Bharat would be able to provide aid to Jhou, as well as 
threatening Trog Ammoz and Sharnghoguao.  Thratchen may sterilize the region before that can happen.
[Game Systems: Kalka forces enjoy the same computer related advantages as Kham.  Treat Systems as one security level higher, Spectacular+ is DN 
22, and Tolerance 2.  When determining CyberDeck Ratings, add +1 to each value.]



Yenisei-Ostyak
Prince: Sharnghoguao 
Population: 4M demons and 75M slaves

   The entire region now claimed by Yenisei-Ostyak is an arid wasteland, with little surface water, or natural resources.  Few of the original 
principalities have more than a single major settlement.  The region is one of the poorest on all of Tharkold, rivaling the poorest of Race enclaves.  
The four western principalities do not use Janissary troops, or waste cybernetics on the monkeys.  Even the demons employ fewer augmentations – 
the rank and file seldom have anything beyond LifeCyber.  Because of these lacks, the demons rely on magic, and conflicts are often resolved by 
single combat.
   Yenisei, was carved out of western Jhou by Shan-Gammoth during the first demonswarm.  Ostyak is situated along the north border of Jhou.  After 
the Spasm, both regions were no longer self-sufficient.  As a consequence, the princes were forced – by virtue of lacking the might to defeat the other
– to cooperate.  For half the War, the two principalities have been effectively a single entity, with two rulers.  Conflict between the princes has 
defined the region, and lesser demons have learned to avoid involvement, or the means to take advantage.  In 3176, the prince of Ostyak impregnated
the prince of Yenisei – a not uncommon event.  The result was Sharnghoguao.  
   In the wave of chaos following Jezrael's death, the prince of Pasht was assassinated.  Whether it was by the Race, rival demons, or some other 
faction, has never been determined.  The other three princes initiated dominance battles amongst themselves for control of the region.  And while 
they were so occupied, Demon Lord Sharnghoguao, lead the military forces of Yenisei, sweeping over the four warring realms.  After the submission 
of their leaders, Sharnghoguao returned a prince, with the support of an army.  Even the slaves admired its success.  Its parents were both subjugated 
by force within hours.  
   Following the rise of Thratchen, Sharnghoguao offered its submission, in return for an arms and equipment.  Soon the struggling Nation will be 
able to truly threaten Jhou.
[Game Systems: The demons of Yenisei-Ostyak are exceptionally skilled at the Arcane Knowledges of Magic and Inanimate Forces.  Most have 
three adds in each, Alphas and Great Alphas four, and Lords five.  When generating a 'standard' Demon: Demons are only equipped with LifeCyber.  
Alphas may have Nanocord, Cyberwings, and Talons.  Great Alphas will generally have these items, and may add Balance-Wires or Interdermal 
Plate.  Demon Lords will have the both, and Wind Sniffer, and a 3-Slot Chipholder.]
 
Garden of Pain 
Prince: Mistharl-zach 
Population: 3M demons and 60M slaves

   The Garden of Pain was the largest – by a modest margin - of four mainland principalities south of Jhou.  No one would have predicted that it 
would come to hold dominance over eight other principalities.  Like the others, the Garden is an equatorial jungle realm.  What sets it apart is the 
work of Prince Malkoth, some five centuries ago.
   A loyal supporter of Kranod, Malkoth was given leadership of one of the first cosm raids.  It brought back a fortune in mineral wealth, raw 
materials, and slaves – as well as a vast supply of Possibilities for the High Lord.  While its' vassals took responsibility for stripping the conquered 
world of its' wealth, Malkoth had the opportunity, and the resources, to indulge its' artistic impulses.  The 'Garden' was not a collection of flora, but 
an expression of misery.  It began with a single human, shaped into a form which would experience constant agony, but be incapable of taking its 
own life.  Another Pain Sculpture was fashioned after that, and another.  Over the centuries, many of the Garden's demonic residents have added to it.
   Today the capital demesne is a marvel, envied by demonkind.  And hated by the Race.  Two towers, each nearly a kilometer in height, and plated in
reflec armor, stand at the heart of the city.  Mistharl-zach, the current prince, rules from here.  The first tower was built around the Maelstrom Bridge,
armored to withstand even a tactical nuclear blast, with vaults to hold the wealth brought back from Lorothimil.  The second tower was built to 
commemorate the victory.  
   Surrounding the prince's palace are acres of lethal plants, and over a million pain sculptures – roughly 2% of the slave population.  Some are 
designated to become a part of the garden from birth.  These are trained to tend the plants, and the 'statuary'.  Those that survive to adulthood will, as 
their owner's feel the creative urge, be incorporated themselves.  (It is said that the first Pain Givers were fashioned from these sad souls as well.)  
Other unfortunates are selected on the basis of intellect.  The more intelligent the slave, the better he can appreciate his fate.  The fact that such slaves
are the most likely to cause real trouble is an added benefit.
   The rest of the citadel is built within the Garden, and the slaves – unable to fly – must walk within it any time they need to leave the holding of 
their personal owner.  And regular 'Art Appreciation' events are held to force the most hardworking, or agoraphobic, to venture out.
   The Garden's neighbors have longed for its' fabled wealth.  And they have long believed that a realm of artists must be too weak to deserve it.  With
the death of Kranod, they saw a chance.  Believing the Monkey High Lord to be no real threat, the three mainland neighbors launched a joint 
invasion.   Mistharl-zach permitted them to enter the citadel itself.  At which point the garden began to defend itself.  Hundreds of Janissaries and 
demons were incorporated.  At which point, their leaders learned about Mistharl-zach's other area of expertise – Pain Weapons.
   The victory was a costly one.  And while Mistharl-zach was forcibly transforming the rival princes to art, and their armies were turned toward Jhou
to keep them preoccupied, a coalition of the island princes – fearing their own subjugation – attacked.  And brought about that very fate.
   The Garden of Pain is not, despite its expansion, inherently imperialist.  The prince believes in a strategy of aggressive defense.  What this means 
in the future is that Jhou will likely be tempted to take offensive action to regain its southern provinces.  And the Garden will simply consume 
whatever army is sent in.
   All residents, Tharkoldu or Race, of the Garden proper, and most of those in the new territories, possess at some skill in Pain Weapons.  Among the
slave population, this is more a reflection of an increased tolerance to the agony.  Most demons, and many Janissaries, are equipped with handheld, 
or cybernetic, pain weapons.  Pain Whips are the most popular, due to their great reach.  Research into Pain Darts, a thrown weapon, has proven 
promising.
[Game Systems: characters from this Nation will have at least one add in Pain Weapons, and those of a martial nature – such as all demons, and most
possibility-rated slaves – will carry, or be implanted with a Pain Weapon.  Additionally, all demons will have at least one add in Artist:Fleshcrafting.]
   The Garden's holdings now encompass all of Southeast Asia, from the skyscraping Mountains of Death, on the border of Kalka, to the sea.  In 
addition the four large islands to the south, and the archipelago to the east, as well as the hundreds of smaller islands of the region, are now under its' 
sovereignty.  Mistharl-zach has placed its progeny as lords over the new possessions.  And most of the lords are building their own gardens.
   Recently, there have been sightings of Lorothimil Elves in the Garden.  If this proves to be true, the prince will need to investigate the other side of 
the Maelstrom Bridge.



Irkchotka 
Prince: Krothard Hellbear
Population: 600K demons and 10M slaves

   One of the largest of Principalities, Irkchotka covers the entire northern half of Asia, bordering Jhou and Yenisei-Ostyak.  Long ago, the region 
boasted vast supplies of valuable metals – including the largest supply of palladium on the planet, as well as oil and natural gas.  However, the region
was – and still is – cold and arid.  In the exchange that provoked the spasm, Irkchotka was heavily bombarded.  More than three quartes of the 
population, including several principalities, died either from the nuclear exchange, the spasm, or from disease and starvation in the aftermath.  
   The need for insulation against the bitter cold inspired the use of fleshcrafting magic and cybernetics to alter both demon and slave.  After Kranod 
restored the natural order (as the demons view it), and desperation no longer guided policy in the region, need became fashion.  Today, any demon 
from the rank of Alpha or higher, will use magic, technology, as well as possibility energy, to create a unique aesthetic.  And none demonstrate this 
more than the prince.  Krothard Hellbear was only born with the first of its names.  It has modified itself, so that now, it stands over three and a half 
meters tall, with a fur pelt resilient enough to shrug off even automatic weapons fire, and the strength to lift over fifty tons.  In addition to mono-
talons, its' snout is lined with poisoned fangs.
   Most slaves are also modified as well.  The addition of snouts, tails, compound eyes, or other modifications serves to dehumanize.  Even if the 
slave can come to terms with his or her appearance, and not go insane, other humans still see them as monsters.  Most become as bestial as their 
masters.
[Game Systems: See Chapter Four for the details of the Fleshcrafting Spell.]
   Krothard's predecessor conquered Hokkaido seven hundred years ago.  But since that time, Irkchotka and Mizatyan have been in a stalemate.  The 
demons were unable to take the rest of the archipelago, and the Race were unable to dislodge them.  So the Hellbear changed strategy.  Mizatyan 
relies heavily on imported resources from Jhou.  Most of which come through the Korya peninsula.  If Irkchotka could sever those provinces from 
the rest of Jhou, then Mizatyan could be starved out.  So a campaign of terror attacks was waged to soften up the larger nation.  
   And while the demons' attention was divided, Mizatyan made its move.  Hokkaido, and with it, Krothard's capital, were back in the hands of the 
Race.  This defeat has cost the prince.  Yenisei-Ostyak and Kharazuk have both probed the borders.  And several lords of the realm had to be put 
down for attempted coups.
   Still, the efforts against Jhou may not have been for nothing.  The plans to capture Korya can still go forward.

Helles 
Prince: G'thrack  
Population: 2.5M demons and 60M slaves

   Helles is the oldest demonic holding.  For thirty-two centuries, humans in this region have been under the rule of their betters.  Any human 
civilization has long since been eliminated.  In Helles, and its neighbors – three of which have recently fallen under Helles rule – humans know their 
place, and serve their dominants well.  They worship the slave cult, and despise the denizens of the rebel enclaves – such as Helfei – for their 
blasphemy against the cosm's natural order.
   It is estimated that less than one slave in a hundred thousand harbors disobedient thoughts.  These outlaws are often dealt with by their fellows.  
Though it is common for them to be brought alive to their masters for amusement.  
   Slaves are raised in creches.  Those that survive the testing process are plugged into a computer network for training.  The machines feed them and 
exercise their muscles.  At age eight, they are extracted and claimed by a demon.  Submission is a mere formality.  They receive further education 
according to their aptitudes and the needs of their dominant.  
   As the demons continue their psychological studies, some prides instituted an experiment about three generations ago.  The results are proving 
entertaining – if not particularly useful.  Slaves are gender segregated, and conditioned to hate each other.  The fact that females are forced to submit 
for breeding at regular intervals only increases their hatred.
   While the experiment has little practical use, it does increase the hostility of the slaves toward their free counterparts.  It remains to be seen 
whether the process will be continued, expanded, or abandoned.
[Games Systems: Race members from outside Helles – new captives or infiltrators – suffer a -1 penalty to all actions (in addition to any modifiers for
dominance and submission) after the first 24 hours due to the soul-crushing atmosphere, and the alien nature of natives.  
[In gender segregated demesnes, the outsiders are also Stymied.  Furthermore, they are considered Enemy by the opposite sex.  A mixed group will all
face this penalty with both sexes.]
   Despite the difficulty of operating in the region, agents of Helfei were able to accomplish the assassination of several Demon Princes throughout 
their eastern neighbors.  As a result, the survivors, and their immediate subordinates, fought for control.  As of now, G'thrack, a former lord known 
for his Occultech expertise, controls a Helles that has more than quadrupled in size.  And it is utilizing Bupest to deploy agents and weapons into 
Helfei.
   G'thrack is an intellectual, as Tharkoldu go.  It is a scientist, specializing in Occultech.  While its predecessors were remembered for their prowess 
in subjugating the monkeys, G'thrack is far better at training them to suit the will of the demons.  Rule was not something it planned for, and the time
needed to perform the needed tasks of administration eat deeply into its' research time.  However, this has prompted the new prince to become skilled
at delegation.  Helles is swiftly proving a most efficiently run nation. 
   While psychological conditioning is a specialty of the Nation, Occultech is also quite advanced.  Helles was the first to employ LifeCyber.  And, 
owing to the extreme loyalty of its slaves, it has the greatest number of human cybermages and technomagically-enabled slaves.  G'thrack has 
instituted the inclusion of a Occultech-based feature in all Slave chips, LifeCyber, and Nervejacks.  Essentially, all Grid Interfaces, including any 
food dispensers, communications, or vehicles, will only function for authorized users.  Slaves can not make use of resources not allocated to them, 
and enemy agents will find it even harder to survive – let alone accomplish any espionage – in Helles.
[Game Systems: In addition to Shards, and Shard Cyberware – see Creatures of Tharkold – Helles has produced a number of Occultech devices.  See
Chapter Six.]
   Helles had considerable arable land, once.  But after three millennium of warfare, and the depredations of its masters, it is a wasteland – interrupted
only by poisoned seas and razor-like mountains.  To the east, across a narrow strait, lays Aurioch.  To the west and northwest, Helfei.  And to the 
north, the growing threat of Kharazuk.



Kharazuk
Prince: Kengo-mabbh 
Population: 3.5M demons and 85M slaves (including nearly 1M cyborgs of various design)

   During the second wave of the Tharkoldu spread across the face of the world, they entered Northeastern Europe.  Seven Principalities developed in
the region.  And the largest of these has always been Kharazuk.  A great many legends in the Tharkoldu version of history speak of Kharazuk (except
in those places that wish to dispute a particular 'fact').  Shan-Gammoth and Krom-Ashur are both supposed to have been born in Kharazuk.  
Kharazuk claims that cyberware was invented by their scientists.  Despite rival claims from a number of other demesnes and Mizatyan.
   What is certain is that Kharazuk was the first to successfully condition Cyborgs.  Kharazuk has the largest population of Cyborgs in the world.  In 
addition to Infiltrators and Cyborth warriors, slave have been modified for a number of roles.  Laborers with extensive muscular-skeletal 
enhancement.  Scientists with extra sensory organs and neural enhancement.  Human brains designed to perform the function of Guardian Programs. 
And even experimental efforts to convert the unused portion of slaves brains as data storage devices.
[Game Systems: The value of the Mind attribute is the Storage value of the brain.  However, storing more than the power push value of the Mind 
attribute causes Psychological Breakdown – roll on the Syndrome Table.]
   At the onset of the recent Helfei offensive, the prince of Kharazuk, as well as several of the neighboring principalities, were assassinated.  As the 
realm fell to infighting to decide who would claim the throne.  The cyborg led Janissaries, to avoid being used to further damage the demesne, 
launched a unauthorized invasion of potential aggressors.  Once Kengo-mabbh was installed as prince, the army aborted their annexation of Kr'Kow 
and returned home.  Though they presented their prince with six new subject states, the officer corps senior ranks were purged to prevent further 
disobedience.  The rest were put back to work.  The infiltrators were needed to root out Race spies among the slave population.
   But the cyborgs hold a secret.  They reason that since cyborg modification has improved them over the pure biological humans, a similar process 
would improve their masters.  In the captured territories, they seized demon creches, relocating the young to new facilities under cyborg control.  
There, the demons are being psychologically altered, along the same lines as their slaves.  Within four years, the first of the new Cyborg-Demons 
will be ready.  Shortly thereafter, they will supplant their predecessors, and begin the recreation of Tharkold in their own image.
   Kengo-mabbh is one of the few survivors of the backlash when one of Tharkold's stelae were uprooted in Russia.  Having witnessed so many of its'
kind destroyed by the Earth monkeys' action, it vowed vengeance.  As the new prince of Kharazuk, it has informed Thratchen that if it is not given a 
second chance at Russia, it will invade Helles instead.
   Kharazuk stretches from the the mountains which separate Europe from Asia, to the border of Helfei, and the Scandian peninsula.  Its power and 
computer grids are interconnected with those of Irkchotka, Yenisei-Ostyak, and Helles.

Gaagudju
Prince: Ugno-zhazh 
Population: 500K demons and 10M slaves

   Long ago, the continent of Gaagudju was set aside as a spiritual retreat.  Here demons could come to get in touch with their true primal natures.  
And here, the high priests of the Cult of the Dominant could ponder the mysteries of their religion.  In recent centuries, their mandate has expanded 
to include cosm theory and reality mechanics.
   And that has brought the priests to a conclusion regarding the sudden loss of possibility energy necessary to reconstitute the more than fifty princes,
and hundreds of lords.  Malgest, the Darkness Device, is withholding that energy.  The thing is simply using the Techno-Demons to serve the needs 
of the Nameless One.  It is holding them back from their true destiny.  
   Ugno-zhazh shared a creche with Thratchen.  They both excelled in spiritual matters.  And both caught the eye of Lord Kranod.  Thratchen took 
credit for research Ugno-zhazh had performed.  And from this, Thratchen became the right talon of the High Lord of Tharkold, and after a brief 
interregnum its' successor.  And it made Ugno-zhazh an enemy.  Today, as Supreme Cleric of the Cult, it has determined to take from Thratchen the 
near-ultimate power of Malgest.  Somehow, the Obsidian Staff will be cast back into the Void from which it came.  To do this, Ugno-zhazh will 
search the Cosmverse for the long lost Staff of Omoo-Zhan, a weapon of unimaginable power.  An Eternity Shard, which Malgest would see ground 
into dust to liberate the Possibilities within.  
   Fortunately, the priests of Gaagudju have hidden a number of other sacred relics.  And from these, they have access to several Group Powers, 
including Gate.  
   In Gaagudju, few slaves are kept.  A few hundred thousand - less than half the number of Tharkoldu – for menial labor and maintenance, so that 
their masters may devote themselves to higher duties.  The rest of the continent's human population are free range.  Allowed to live as they wish, 
capture weapons, and practice the Way of the Race.  When a demon arrives in Gaagudju, to regain its true nature, after a major bout of 
Cyberpsychosis, or a defeat at the hands of the monkeys that infest the Cosmverse, it undertakes a hunting safari into the wilds.  Once it has 
slaughtered sufficient numbers to satisfy itself, the demon can return to its home and duty, once again certain of its' place in the plan of Omoo-Zhan.
   Occasionally, capture Race from the Free Nations are introduced into the wild to help reinvigorate the herds, keep their numbers, and fighting 
spirit, up.  This ensures that they will provide a lively challenge for future generations of demon supplicants.
   Gaagudju's northeast and eastern coasts are dotted with monasteries – each focused on a particular aspect of the religion.  The rest of the continent, 
is largely desert, with some areas of forestation.  The Free Race tend to live in small tribes across the region.  Most are nomadic, moving with animal
herds upon which they depend for sustenance.
[Game Systems: all Tharkoldu in Gaagudju have at least three adds in Faith:Cult of the Dominant.  Most also have the Focus skill.  Possibility Rated 
demons are treated as Storm Knights rather than Dark Stormers, and have access to Storm Knight Group Powers and other benefits.]



Valley of the Souls 
Prince: Viruxhmugla
Population: 2M demons, 50M slaves, and at least 2M active undead of various types

   Around WY900, the demons ended the Olmec Civilization, and established the first demesne in the Yucatan peninsula.  While the main force 
continued into the southern continent, scattered human tribes organized, reclaiming much of the old Olmec territory.  This left the demons in this 
region cut off, and surrounded.  They maintained contact with their peers via air and sea travel, and held the humans at bay with a massive arsenal of 
nuclear, chemical, biological, and magical weapons.  Which the Mayaztincans and Mississippians countered with their own.  
   In the Spasm, over seventy-five percent of the north west continent was rendered uninhabitable, becoming what is now known as the Deadlands.  
The massive death toll unleashed uncontrolled waves of necromantic energy, creating the Nuclear Shadows, Cairns, and the irregular thaumaturgic 
levels in the Valley of the Souls.
   Three principalities emerged from the cataclysm.  The Valley of the Souls, and two smaller realms – one to the west, and the other to the south.
   In the early days afterward, the demons had more undead than living slaves.  This proved useful, since they did not drain the limited food supply, 
and could be employed to decontaminate additional land, without the need for extensive protective gear.  Even today, once a slave dies, their corpse 
continues to serve the needs of the Valley.  It was decided long ago, to quarter all undead that do not require live humans for sustenance in the same 
unit they occupied while alive.  This means that families can expect to have the animated, often mindless, shell of their loved ones with them.  This 
has caused no end of suffering, rebellion, and suicides.  All of which serves the needs of the demons.
   For a thousand years after the Spasm, the region struggled to survive.  Food was scarce, industrial zones destroyed, raiding their neighbors was a 
means of survival.  Viruxhmugla's predecessor was granted lead of an early cosm raid, which brought the realm to nearly self-sufficient.  
   Demons in the western realms have a strange habit, the source of much derision by their peers in more prosperous cousins.  They enjoy forcing 
human women to conceive their progeny.  It is a small mercy that they are not also forced to raise them.  Instead the half-demons are raised in the 
same systems as their pure-blooded siblings.  Only the strongest survive.  Most who reach adulthood are possibility-rated.
   Ambitious, like all its' kind, Viruxhmugla deployed undead armies, each lead by a fifth planting Gospog to conquer the smaller, weaker realms on 
its' borders.  It had plans to push south against the Blood River Basin.  Agents were already in place to provide intelligence, and perform key 
sabotage.  Then a discovery changed everything.
   In the last two years, during the peak days of the thaumic cycle, a gate to Earth has been open.  Initially, rebel progeny used it to escape, seeking to 
carve a realm for themselves.  But once Viruxhmugla itself learned of the gate, it laid plans for an invasion.  But Mexican forces blockaded their side
of the gate, holding it for months.  Until the collapse of their government, and Thratchen's deployment of a Stelae Zone and Maelstrom Bridge.  This 
allowed Lord Karkan to overwhelm the defenders, and establish control over most of the zone.  However, with no access to stelae, Viruxhmugla is at 
Thratchen's mercy.  And Thratchen is being certain to only give the prince just enough power to serve its' own agenda.
   Ketzanqo, an Alpha Progeny, using Monkey Form, has gained a sizable following of natives.  His numbers, human and progeny, are a serious force 
within the realm.  If he chooses to stand against Karkan, the demonic forces could be halted, even repelled.
   
Blood River
Prince: Gne-yig 
Population: 3M demons and 40M slaves

   The Apurimac River Basin was subjugated about two millennia ago, after a long campaign.  The Mayaztincan Empire, in addition to direct 
opposition, armed the natives to fight a guerrilla war.  The river ran red with blood for years, and the majority of the humans had to be exterminated, 
before the demons finally won.  They renamed the region accordingly.
   In their early centuries, powerful fliers and a strong Air Force were needed in order to counter the air power of the Mayaztincans.  During the 
Spasm, the Mayaztincans withdrew to shelters underneath their mountains, and saturated the lowlands with nuclear fire.  The jungles were leveled, 
the rivers largely evaporated, leaving a desert.  The river's source in the Iron Mountains eventually restored about 40%, but the ecosystem has 
mutated – into flora and fauna that are hostile to human and demon alike.
   Without a real threat, beyond the occasional slave revolt, the demons have grown soft (by comparison to their peers in the eastern hemisphere).  
Internal feuds and petty raids have defined their actions for centuries.  Today, the five principalities which have been unified under the Blood River, 
are known for their extensive power plants.  And for large MakerMOD factories which produce large quantities of older design weapons – mainly 
lasers, which take advantage of locally produced energy cells.  Blood River has the largest shipping fleet on Tharkold to carry their exports.  The 
Blood River demons also produce an improved power cell [identical to those manufactured in Mizatyan] which is not exported.
   Despite their lack of real warfare, the lords and princes of the region heard the same call as their peers.  And like the others, their actions lead to a 
single prince.  Gne-yig is not a strategic genius, nor an exceptional cybermage or priest.  It rules by virtue of being the last one standing.  However it 
is a skilled administrator.  And the fighting has cost the fledgling nation.  Key production centers were targeted to weaken the competition, and 
rebuilding them will take months, if not years.  Whole fleets of shipping vessels were sunk.  Others hijacked by their crews, and taken to Race 
Nations, or parts unknown.  Surplus has turned to shortage.  Gne-yig has the slaves working sixteen hours a day in an effort to effect repairs.  It has 
submitted to Thratchen for a Soulstain to be performed upon its' realm.  All slave stormers have been rounded up, and converted to Vril Batteries, 
which has helped to keep the Synthcyclers and MakerMods up and running while the fusion plants are brought back online.  



Iron Mountains
Prince: Nggol-sha 
Population: 2.5M demons and 30M slaves (including several thousand Psi-borgs)

   During the spasm, the Mayaztincans fled to underground bunkers.  On the surface, the magic axiom dropped to levels comparable to that in central 
Helfei.  This left the region devoid of life for nearly a thousand years.  After Kranod began restoring the cosm's magic, waves of demons swept in, 
claiming the mountain range and forming the principalities.  They discovered the underground cities, and captured them one by one.  Though some 
believe that pockets of uncaptured Mayaztincans may remain buried, and forgotten.  
   Iron Mountains, the central principality is known for its unnatural experiments, seeking to advance the bizarre human magic called psionics.  Their 
efforts have produced the Psi-borgs – which have been replicated in a number of other demesnes – and the Mem-Sift inplant, which allows a demon 
to tap into the mind of a victim.
   When Jezrael overthrew Kranod, Prince Krezlakh was the first to formally challenge her rule.  It was defeated by her in single combat, its' agents 
removed, and it was forcibly impregnated by the High Lord.  The birth of Sidon killed the former prince - and would eventually end Jezrael's rule.  
With the prince dead, the neighboring princes sought to crush the realm, and end its monstrous research.  Unfortunately for them, their offensives 
were predicted by clairvoyants, and the two were ultimately conquered themselves about a year ago.  
   Nggol-sha, once Jezrael's agent, now rules the nation.  She has molded herself into the likeness of Jezrael (if the High Lord were a demon).  
Demon and human alike fear her.  They wonder about her sanity – but not aloud.  Some believe that the Prince actually believes she is Jezrael.  What 
is certain, is she is not satisfied with her current rank.  She intends to find a weakness in Thratchen, and exploit it to become the next High Lord.  
[Game Systems: For purposes of Psionics, the Psi-borgs of the Iron Mountains use the full Social axiom.  As such, the difficulty modifier for 
Psionics for them is only +3.]



Chapter Five
Other Places

   Not every corner of Tharkold is fully dominated by the Techno-Demons or the Race.  Over two thirds of the northwest continent is known as the 
Deadlands, and is believed by the major powers to be uninhabited.  Pockets of Free Race, mainly mutants, exist in the southern jungles, eastern Asia,
and even in the wilds between the city-states and demesnes of the eighteen nations.  And in the arctic reaches of Scandia, and the deep sea of the 
Demoniac Ocean contain enclaves of the Slaves of the Higher Power Sect.
   As no one has the time or resources to identify, and study, every one of these groups, this chapter will only discuss some representative or 
significant groups.  The Sh'quon enclave of the Deadlands, the Kelltic Islands and their otherworldly enemy, the Scythe Tribe of the Mazons, and the 
Jokkmokk Sanctuary of the Slaves of the Higher Power.  
   This chapter will also discuss the largest pocket dimension of Tharkold, the Grid.

Sh'quon
Leadership: Primus Greywolf
Population: 35,000

A History of the Mississippi Empire
   During the seventh century of the War, a flood of refugees came south ahead of the advance of the demons.  This prompted tribes throughout the 
Mississippi Valley to hold a summit at Sh'quon [Flint Hills].  The region had long been neutral ground, where disparate tribes could gather the 
mineral so vital to the construction of tools and weapons in the centuries before.  The tribes realized they would soon face the threat of invasion, 
conquest, and death or enslavement.  They formed an alliance, selecting the large central city of Cahokia as both capital, and rallying point for their 
defenses.
   The establishment of a defensive perimeter between the Badlands and the Great Lakes, and the deployment of scouts to learn about the enemies 
weapons and methods were priorities.  While this was occurring, the demons spread south along the coast of the Demoniac Ocean.  The natural 
defenses of the two major mountain ranges, the Badlands and the lakes made them press eastward – with only light probes into the Mississippi 
region.  Eventually, a force would come south, on the Atlantic Coast.
   The ongoing threat formed a powerful incentive for the tribes of the Great Plains, Ohio Valley and the Appalachian and Rocky Mountain ranges to 
join the Mississippi Empire.  
   In the tenth century, Mizatyan forces liberated the central Demoniac Coast.  They were quick to establish contact with the Mississippians, as well 
as the Mayaztincans.  The three nations began trading information, technology, and other resources, in the interest of the War.  The deployment of 
Armored Cavalry and Artillery along the north, east, and south borders held the enemy at bay, resulting in a ongoing state of border skirmishes and 
espionage raids.
   The demons of Nyark, and their slaves, cracked the atom in 1245.  This would have, in a matter of months, lead to the collapse of every Free 
Nation on Tharkold – as well as any principality that did not bow to the Prince of Nyark.  But agents of Mississippi captured the technical data, and 
the Fission Bomb was reverse engineered at White Rock in short order.  Mississippi shared the weapon with their allies, as well as the five eastern 
nations, forcing Nyark to disseminate the technology to the other demons as well.  This would ultimately result in the 1490 Offensives.
   When the launches began, Mississippi moved its top scientists, generals, and leaders, as well as a cross section of the population to the 
Continuance of Government Bunker at Sh'quon, about 350km north of the capital.  A vast underground city had been built there for this reason, with 
resources for those selected to survive indefinitely, and return to the surface when it was safe – to rebuild the empire and carry on the fight if need be.
But the designers had not considered destruction on the scale of the Spasm.  The great river, as well as the immense lakes to the north east, were 
vaporized.  Once fertile ground irradiated and sterilized.  For all intents and purposes, the entire continent was dead.
   Between and twenty to thirty large survival shelters were built before the Spasm.  The details were never in a single location, so no one today can 
be certain.  Theoretically, 1% of the population, or 250,000 people survived.  That number dropped with each danger faced.  After seventeen 
centuries, the numbers are again a quarter million.
   Sh'quon stayed below ground for three years, then spent 2 years attempting reclamation of the surface.  On the Night of Nuclear Shadows, more 
than five thousand (of ten) were killed before returning to the shelters.  More were infected and brought the threat inside with them.  Exposure 
resulted in mutation for the children of the survivors.  Common among the peoples of the Deadlands, and the southern reaches are natural Darksight, 
Danger Sense, and Magic Sense.
   In 1514, small teams of scouts were sent out to learn what had happened to the other enclaves.  Most did not return, others found no survivors, or 
reported open hostility toward the fallen government.  But, no demons had invaded.  The Sh'quoni decided to focus on defense, and enlarging their 
caverns.  For over a millennium, almost no Sh'quoni saw daylight.
   In 2820, a number of disaffected Sh'quoni believed that they had remained underground for too long, that it was past time they return to the 
surface, and begin the reconstruction of their empire.  No sooner had they gone topside – without permission – they found the monorail tube that had 
connected Sh'quon to the capital.  Remarkably, it was relatively intact, and they were able to use it to re-explore their nation.
   For five years, they brought back sketchy overviews of the other survivors, and captured cybertech from the demons to the south (without 
revealing the existence of Sh'quon).  Their successes resulted in the former disaffected becoming leaders over the next few years.  They made the 
enclave's policy the discrete influence of the other tribes and enclaves of the continent.  
   Today, their efforts have condensed the people into five major factions.  Pirates ply the Great Silt Lakes in Tech 20 vehicles preying upon the 
primitive (Tech 15) Ohio peoples.  The Plains Confederation is an alliance of twenty fractious (Tech 18-19) communities, which the Sh'quon hope to 
unify and advance before they are overwhelmed by their two neighbors.  To the south an enclave of exceptionally mutated people use occultech and 
tech 20-24 machinery to enslave all “lesser peoples.”  And in the last few years, exactly 1500 years after the Spasm, the descendants of one of the 
Missile Command Centers emerged.  Militant and unforgiving, they intend to subjugate the other enclaves, and restore the empire under their 
leadership.



The Way of the Sh'quon
   The people of Sh'quon practice the Way similar to the Mizatyan and Jhou.  They worship spirits of nature, with each individual, during 
adolescence, undertaking a spiritual rite to select a totem animal.  Most of which are extinct, except for genetic samples in Sh'quon's vaults, and 
images in the computers.  This animal reflects the individuals temperament and is supposed to be a guide throughout their lives.  Increasingly, the 
young are selecting animals living in the Deadlands today, much to the dismay of their elders.
   There is little differentiation between the clergy and laity.  The enclaves priests work just like everyone else, and if more are found among the 
leadership, it is more likely due to their knowing the people better.

Sh'quon today
   Sh'quon is only a mere sixteen square kilometers – on the surface, but descends into the limestone, shale and flint to a depth of close to 250 meters.
Originally built entirely on the west bank of the Mississippi, it now extends below the gulley and under the east bank as well.  Initially, it housed the 
population in barracks and two to four person dormitories.  With the expansion, family apartments and even some private quarters exist.  However, 
spartan accommodations are the norm.  The enclave can easily triple its' current numbers in an emergency.  Though further expansion under the 
North and South Hills are planned.   
   Because most of the citizens can see in the dark, there is little light in the enclave, and less color.  Since the river is long gone, water comes from 
deep wells.  Although Sh'quon has access to modern technology, they make little use of cybernetics – preferring to rely on skill and renewable 
equipment.  With limited access to plastics and metals, such conservation is essential.
   The enclave is extensively shielded against radiation and other poisons that still come in on the winds, as well as Nuclear Shadows, and other such 
creatures.  Multiple redundancies, and airlocks, ensure that if a contaminant does get in, it can be contained and the people protected.
   The citizenry are all specialists: scientists, engineers, soldiers, priests and programmers.  The best are selected to serve as operatives, working to 
strengthen benevolent enclaves, and blunt the hostiles, or change them.  For these scouts, the security of the enclave comes first.  They will kill 
themselves if they must to protect their home.
   A council of five leads the enclave.  The first among equals is known as the Primus.  The current Primus is a woman known as Greywolf.  Nearly 
fifty, she is exceptionally old by the standards of the Deadlands.  As such she has been grooming potential successors.  In her youth, she was a 
priestess and a scout.  Her work kept the Plains Confederation together during a difficult time.  Recently she has had visions that Sh'quon will be 
discovered, and she is working to understand what she has seen, in the hopes of preventing it.

Kelltic Islands
Capital: Rotates between Kliath, Dinedin, and Morgann
Leadership: Triumvirate 
Population: 3.7M

The history of Tharkold's Other War
   When Rome initiated the exchange that caused the Spasm, the demons targeted the Roman Strategic Air Command in Brittania.  The resulting 
devastation saw the majority of the province sunk below sea level, taking part of Kymry with it, leaving only a smattering of islands that used to be 
its highlands.  Though badly damaged, the northern region of Kaldon, and the island of Hiber both came out somewhat better.
   Within a generation, Skandian tribes, driven out of their homeland began invading.  In Kaldon, they succeeded where the Romans had failed, 
driving the Picts to extinction.  The Kelts of Kymry and Hiber, armed with the remnants of their pre-spasm technology, were able to push them back.
   In 1987, Tharkold and the pocket dimension of the Wandering Isle came into alignment.  Spasm Faeries flooded outward, exploring the Kelltic 
Isles, as well as probing the mainland.  In their wake, invasions of Kymry and Kaldon by their masters began.  Those islands would remain under 
their domination for almost three centuries.  In 2216, the local Magic axiom fell too low for the greater Fae to survive.  They were forced to retreat 
back to their home dimension, which became accessible only irregularly.  Fifty years later, the Kellts were able to reclaim the islands, and treated the 
locals much more fairly than the Fae had.  Despite this, the next two and a half centuries saw continuous fighting.  All this ended when Kranod raised
the magic axiom and the Fae returned.  For nearly seven hundred years, the Kelts have been fighting to hold the Spasm Fae back, and researching a 
means to close the gate between Tharkold and the Wandering Isle.  If they should fail, the Fae will spread, and the Race will be caught between two 
potent magical species.

Gazetteer of the Islands
Hiber
   The largest, and western most, island.  Hiber is home to nearly half of the Kelltic peoples, gathered in four fortified cities, not unlike those used in 
the Free Nations.  Kliath, is the capital of the island, and seat to Warlord Oisín Amhlaoibh.  The coastal city is home to both biotechnical research, 
and a major hub for the local Grid.  Antrim, about one hundred fifty kilometers north, along the North Channel, is the site where the Spasm Fae most 
often strike.  The city is frequently scarred by the conflict, and has the largest concentration of soldiers and combat hovercraft in Hiber.  Lumnich, in 
the southwest, is a major energy production site.  Gallim, on the central western coast, is a command center for synthcycler operations for Hiber, as 
well as research and development into weapons to better fight the Fae.
Kaldon
   The large northern island, holds a full third of the Kellt population (though in truth its people are as interbred as any other Race enclave).  Its' three 
fortresses are Gleska, Dinedin, and Obardeath.  Dinedin, capital of Warlord Athol Beileag, has nothing but strategic location to its' advantage.  The 
other two cities house factories producing combat vehicles, primarily hovercraft.  Gleska, on the west coast, maintains contact – both physical, and 
virtual – with Hiber and the Kymry islands.  Obardeath, on the northeastern coast, maintains synthcycler activity beneath the North Sea.
Kymry Islands
   A collection of over twenty islands, southeast of Hiber.  The southern most island, Morgann, is the seat of the Warlord Ioseph Feirmeoir, the current
head of the Triumvirate, as well as the largest synthcycler facilities (operating undersea in former Brittania) and arms factories, manufacturing 
ballistic pistols, rifles, and cannons.



The Triumvirate
   All citizens are required to undertake military service.  Every living person over the age of ten has at least some combat training.  Most will remain 
on reserve status, and hold civilian jobs.  About one in ten will choose, and be chosen, for active duty.  Of these, one in fifty will qualified as an 
officer.  And only the best of these will rise to the rank of general (roughly twelve in total).  And of these, only the three most exceptional claim the 
rank of warlord.
   Oisin Amhlaoibh comes from a long line of warlords, and was selected by his father to succeed him.  Oisin has held the post for five years, since 
shortly after his thirty-fifth birthday.  A steady, and capable warlord, he serves as a voice of moderation.
   Athol Beileag earned her flag rank by personally leading a mission to deploy a nuclear device inside the pocket dimension.  Though the mission 
failed – the bomb did not detonate for reasons unknown – her courage, and willingness to repeat the mission as often as necessary – won her great 
respect by all of the Kelltic people.  
   Ioseph Feirmeoir wasn't supposed to be a warlord.  He was a Biofactory worker, monitoring the growth of Muc meat.  When faeries invaded 
Bangor, he acted, leading a force of civilians to hold off the enemy after they had already overwhelmed the local militia.  In the aftermath, as de facto
senior officer - he assumed command of the reinforcements.  This began his rise to prominence.  A series of victories, over increasingly greater odds, 
made him a hero.  Exposing a changeling (Spasm Faerie using Monkey Mimic) in the Warlord's bodyguard made him next in line.  Today he is the 
youngest warlord.  His policy of encouraging the use of magic to fight magic has increased Kelltic victories by nearly ten percent.

The Way of the Kellts
   Missionaries from Rome made their way into Kymry and Hiber before the Spasm.  They were accepted at first, and their teaching stood beside 
Kelltic traditions.  But when the Spasm Fae War began, the teaching of the Way proved more useful than those of the ancients.  Modern priests hold 
that all that is not of the Race must serve the Race, or it is the servant of God's Enemy.  And the Enemies of God, and the Race, must be destroyed.  
No compromises.
   Warlord Feirmeoir's pro-mage stand troubles traditionalists, who have advocated “never suffer a mage to live.”  Feirmeoir countered, that magic 
can serve the Race as it does the Enemy.  And that mage's are just as loyal to the Race and God as any other Kellt.

The Wandering Isle and the Spasm Fae
   Once long ago, the Wandering Isle was part of a much larger realm, which came in contact with the Kelltic Isles on many occasions, and in many 
places.  Creatures, both fair and foul would cross back and forth.  Some would play pranks, or wreak vengeance on mortals for reasons only they 
understood.  Others would steal mortals away for a night, only to return them a century later.  But others would actually aid mortals, protect them, do
them favors.
   All that changed with the Spasm.  The backlash of mystical energy warped and twisted the realm.  All that was once fair and beautiful was gone.  
And the Fae who survived knew exactly who to blame for their fate.  The world was one of pain and suffering.  And it is their sole reason for 
continuing to survive is to visit that pain upon the Race and the Tharkoldu.
   The Spasm Fae look like a twisted mix of Race and Tharkoldu, each with a unique collection of physical traits (such as claws, fangs, wings, or the 
like) and cybernetics.  Like the Tharkoldu, Chains of Dominance grant greater stature and power to those who can take it.  
[For specifics see Chapter Five.]

The Scythe Tribe
Leadership:
Population:

Jokkmokk Sanctuary
Leadership:
Population:

THE GRID



THARKOLD

Demon Princes and their Nations
Prince Demesne Specialtty Population (D/H)
Africa
High Lord Thratchen Scar and Pocket Dimension Vril technology
Sterret of the Blades Dzis Conventional Weapons Tech 4/90
Darusazot Ecowas Vehicular Tech 3/60
Asia
Trog Ammoz Scarlet Waste Dimensional Magic 1.5/35
Ogothat Kalka Grid Specialists 8/120
Sharnghoguao Yenisei-Ostyak Wizardry (Magic, Enchanted, Entity, Inanimate Forces) 4/75
Mistharl-zach Garden of Pain Pain Weapons 3/60
Krothard Hellbear Irkchotka Fleshshaping Magic and Bioweapons .6/10
Europe
G'thrack Helles Occultech and Human Psych 2.5/60
Kengo-mabbh Kharazuk Cybertech and Cyborgs 3.5/85
Australia
Ugno-zhazh Gaagudju Clerical Specialists (Continent-sized monastery) .5/10
Western Hemisphere
Viruxhmugla Valley of the Souls Necromancy 2/50
Gne-yig Blood River Energy Production 3/40
Nggol-sha Iron Mountains Psiborgs/Mem-Sift 2.5/30

Population:3-4M Demons per nation, 60-80M Humans per nation.

Free Nations
Aurioch (Israel, Lebanon, Syria, Iraq, Turkey)

Capital: Erushal
Leadership: Shanodrim (11 Senior military and political leaders)
Population: 45M
Way: Judaism combined with Mithraism
Strongest Spiritually.  Region surrounding Erushal painful to Demons, +3 to the results of all miracles, drops to +1 at the border.

Jhou (China and Korea)
Capital: Wuhan
Leadership: Warlord Hyakinthos Zhen
Population: 390M
Way: Shinto and Taoist
Best Ceramics, troops employ Chod/6 Striker and Chod/9 Power Armor (1 very light weapon mount)

Kham (Egypt, Northern Sudan)
Capital: Luxor
Leadership: Pha-ra (Figurehead - Military High Command holds real power)
Population: 35M
Way: Egyptian Pantheon and Pha-Ranic worship.
Oldest nation, improved use of Social Axiom (13 or 14).  
Improved Grid architecture (Security Ratings and Alarm Tolerance +1/category, Cyberdecks Minimum Rating 3).

Mizatyan (Honshu, Shikoku, Kyushu)
Capital: Kyoto
Leadership: Taikoun (Military Dictatorship)
Population: 30M
Way: Shinto and Taoist
Most Technologically advanced, recycling, alternative energy (Geothermal power).  Energy Cells 150% power.  

  Use lasers (Res-16/Alph Pulse Laser) and hovercraft (Xedi-10/Res Hover Transport).
Helfei (Central and Western Europe)

Capital: None
Leadership: Council of Warlords, Kolos Teschla (first among equals)
Population: 200M
Way: smallest priestly class, no sharp line between clergy and laity.
Best medical and food production.  Working toward tech 27 biotech.  (Carecrawler, Drug Plug CR only +1 each)

Other Territories
Deadlands (North America) – Mississippians
Keltic Islands
Jokkmokk Sanctuary (Scandia) – Slaves of the Higher Power (also found in Polynesia)

(Caspian region) – home to the Mazons, Kurgs, Scythe Tribe, Jaga, and other Mutant tribes.



Timeline
-1900 Kham founded
-630 Aurioch's predecessor Babylon founded
-32 Isrealites return to Canaan from Kham.
-7 End of Trojan War.
0 Demons land in Mycenae.  The War begins.
78 Jhou Dynasty founded.
230-269 Rule of King Shelomo in Aurioch.  Shelomo develops massive spell that is lethal to Tharkoldu who violate the heart of Aurioch.
386 Carthage founded.
447 Rome founded.
483 Jhou alchemists invent gunpowder.  
485  Shan-Gammoth leads first demon swarm against Jhou Emperors, leads to demonic dominance in the region for two centuries.
900 Maya civilization, the only great opposition to the demons in the west, founded.
986 Jhou begin construction of a barrier wall along their western border.  Originally included magical wards, until the Spasm.
1490 Tech 24, Magic 15; The Spasm occurs.  Both axioms drop dramatically for three centuries.
1570 Demons invade modern Helfei.
1644 Jhou's border fortifications completed.  Will be upgraded regularly for the next 15 centuries.
1676 Rome falls to the Demons.
1971 Carolus Magnus repels demons, establishes the the bulk of the territory of modern Helfei.
2310 Fanexith's great pride gives proof to the Demon Princes of the decline of magic.
2314 Kranod initiates Saviour Project, discovers the Gaunt Man.  Over the next several years, the Race is contained, Demons gain total control 

over western hemisphere, magic axiom stabilized at 7, LifeCyber invented.
E24xx Kranod discovers Malgest.  Begins 700 year reign of terror, raiding other cosms to bring magic axiom up.
2476 Nameless Emperor betrays Mizatyan to the Demons, leads to loss of Hokkaido.  Taikoun takes power, Imperial line is Attainted.
E25xx The Race at its ebb, Free Nations able to hold on, but cease any attempts at offensive campaigns.
2978 Demons cease broadcasting executions of slaves practicing the Way of the Race after the heroine Veda invokes Liberation during her death 

agonies, freeing 20,000 slaves.
3089 (Nesh) Gam-5473/Dzis-3089 (Jezrael) is born.
3110 Magic axiom stabilized at 12 (for majority of the cosm).
3191 Tharkold fails invasion of Kadandra, Earth.  Scouts on Seido and Illithicar are discovered and stopped.

Axioms
Magic – starts at 9, increases at ~1pt. Per two centuries.  After 1490, drops to 7-8.  Malgest raises at same rate to present.
Social – starts at 8, for non-military purposes tops out at 12 at a rate of 1 point every two centuries (WY800).  Rate continues until Malgest halts it.
Spirit - ??
Tech – Starts at 10, increases at ~1pt. Per century.  15 in 483, 24 in 1490.  Drops to 16-20.  Rises to 26 by 2314.  Has not improved for 900yrs.


